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On bud symbol reads, from right to left: “S’J LI” <, meaning: “JAS IL” ("I IL"). It is a symbol of
spring, poetry, love, flowers and beauty, the beginning of the living world “IS” (newborn). Symbol
of science, art and the Macedonian faith. The symbol of Zeta Macedonia, Macedonian civilization
and world history. Symbol for the continuity of the Macedonian culture until today.
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The name Macedonia, Macedonians, Macedonism and the World Macedonia is at least 500,000
years old. This name is public, it is used by the well-wishers, but also for the alienated ones and
the enemies, who “Die of envy”. The real name of the Macedonians and the World Macedonia is
not visible, to those who are blind to everything that is Macedonian. It is written on land, water
and under them, it is written in the sky and above it. The secret name is protected against EVIL
EYES. The alienated multiplied so much that the Macedonians were forced to hide the name for
public use in the form of a Macedonian ligature.
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=
God's gaze in the four time periods.

=
Macedonian grid of time infinite from Zeta Macedonia and the World Macedonia, heaven and hell,
the source of life, a ligature with the meaning: "On March XXI, the day of spring, Sun God Sun ILI, with his
rays IL, transmits the spiritual energy from the Sun to the World Macedonia and vice versa, “pours” and
fertilizes it, only with the divine spirit MACEDON, in the four seasons MADONA in eternity.

= Visoko – Lug, town in Bosnia.
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Symbol of spring, poetry, love, flowers and beauty, the beginning of the living world "IS". Symbol
of science, art and the Macedonian faith. Symbol of Zeta Macedonia, Macedonian civilization and
world history. Symbol for the continuity of the Macedonian culture until today.
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"I AM A MACEDONIAN, WITH MACEDONIAN CONSCIOUSNESS, AND AS SUCH I
HAVE MY MACEDONIAN VIEW OF THE PAST, THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE
OF MY HOMELAND."
Quote from Krste Petkov Misirkov. He is a Macedonian philologist, codifier of the
Macedonian literary language and orthography, Macedonian specialist, historian,
ethnographer. Krste Petkov Misirkov was born in November 1874 (died July 26, 1926) in
the village of Postol, Enidzhevardar region in Aegean Macedonia. The village is located
not far from the ancient Macedonian capital Pella.

AT – IL's horse in flight, at early dawn.
IL’s AT symbol was found at archaeological sites in the town of Visoko – Lug, Bosnia.
The words AT and IL plus a suffix form the personal noun ATILA. This name is at least 500,000 years old.
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INTRODUCTION

Pliny the Elder, "Natural History"
“…I am of the opinion that the Assyrians have always had literacy, but some others, like Gelius,
hold that literacy was found in Egypt by Mercury (i.e. Hermes, Thoth, Tehuti, m.r.), while others
think that it was discovered in Syria.
Both schools of thought believe that Cadmus1 imported from Phoenicia into Graja2 an alphabet of
16 letters and that to these Palamedes at the time of the Trojan War added the four characters
ΖΨΦΧ. After him Simonides, the lyric poet, added four more ΥΞΩΘ, all representing sounds
recognized also in the Roman alphabet.
Aristotle holds that the primitive alphabet contained 18 letters, and that Ψ and Z were added by
Epicharmus more probably than Palamedes.
Anticlivdes records that a person named Menos invented the alphabet in Egypt 15,000 years
before Phoroneus, the most ancient king of Newcomers, and he attempts to prove this by
referring to architectural monuments.
On the other side Ephygenus, an authority of first rank, teaches that the Babylonians had
astronomical observations 730,000 years old inscribed on baked clay tablets; those who indicate
a shorter period, Berosus and Critodemus, make it 490,000 years; anyhow, it appears that the
alphabet has been in use from very ancient times.
(Pliny (23-79) VII-LVI-193.)

Homer
According to the oldest legend (Homer, XIV, 321), “Europe and her brother the
Macedonian king Cadmo are closely related to Macedonian mythology.” Ever since the advent of
speech, hundreds of thousands of years ago, the noun Europe was formed in Macedonia and the
Macedonians. One continent, two cities and one river have kept this name until today in
Macedonia. Etymologically, the name Europe belongs to the paleoglosology of the Macedonian
Peninsula (the Balkans) and consists of the coinages: wide, spacious and the word ops,
oposnalik, face, i.e. wide face.

1 Cadmus

Macedonian King, 1,500 years before the advent of Christianity.
– a town in the south of the Macedonian Peninsula. Newcomers, outlaws, thieves lived in the town, which the
Macedonians called GRCHAVI – cramped, dried. They were in the vicinity of the Macedonian city-states, much like
today's Roma settlers.
2 Graja
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“Name of the planet Earth, the continent Europe and the Balkan Peninsula”.
The latest findings published in the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy”, about
the spread of the Macedonian people and its culture on five continents, points to the fact that the
first name of the celestial body where people live is called World Macedonia. Supported by
written documents and artefacts, the continent where the wise man3 and literacy appear for the
first time in World Macedonia is Zeta Macedonia Europe, the Macedonian Peninsula and
Makdonia, at least 500,000 years ago.
As for the noun Balkan, there are several assumptions about the origin of that name. Some
believe that it is a Turkish word meaning forested mountains, others believe that the peninsula
got its name from the Balkan mountain range in Bulgaria, which means mountain. During the
Roman rule, in this area, the peninsula was called “Hema”. It is not Hema – Hum but Holmie,
Homile. This name has its roots in pre-Roman occupation of the peninsula. The oldest surviving
name on the peninsula is Haemus, meaning haematology, or blood.
The name of the peninsula is associated with the noun pyramid, which in turn is associated
with fire, or people4. In the speech of the people who built the pyramids in Zeta Macedonia Ar on
Ma (present-day Egypt), the pyramids were called PRMD, meaning exaltation. A small elevation
from the ground in a field is called a hum or mound, meaning hill or tomb.

Fig. 1 Macedonia on the world map (segment),
according to the cosmography of Claudius Ptolemy (around 2100-2178 Macedonian era).

3 Petralona,

p. 13
Fiest”, p. 91

4 „Macedonian
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In Macedonia there are several Tumbas, as settlements, from the Stone Age. In Zeta Macedonia
Pyrenees (Spain), tumba means tomb, in Zeta Macedonia Island (England), tomb also means
mound or grave. The noun Helma means peninsula as a tomb, forgotten by the indigenous
people who gave the world culture. The process of destruction continues to this day.

Fig. 2 Macedonian Peninsula

The Macedonians, who live all over the Balkan Peninsula, called it by its natural name, which is
Macedonian Peninsula.

“The town of Visoko – Lug, Bosnia with its pyramids”
On the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the town of Visoko, objects that were once
known far away are being rediscovered. In fact, Dr. Semir Osmanagic recognizes the
surrounding mountains as pyramids. Today, a very large archaeological site is located in this
area. In the written documents found, the town of Visoko was called LUG. The town of Visoko –
Lug is located in the centre of Bosnia. The noun Bosnia means the territory of the indigenous
DIVINE people and divine territory. The dream of this people, according to the artefacts found on
the spot, but also according to the artefacts around the world, is their faith in Reincarnation,
according to which the spirit and soul travel to the sun and return back, like light.
The pyramids in the town of Visoko – Lug, Bosnia Divine are among the older buildings on
the Macedonian Peninsula. The pyramid is a geometric body. A pyramid in small size or huge,
like the pyramids in the divine land – Bosnia are artificial mountains, or mountains shaped in the
form of a pyramid. Artificially shaped mountains can be decorated with tiles, like the pyramids in
Zeta Macedonia AR on MA (Egypt), or the pyramids in the Divine Land – Bosnia. The function of
the pyramids and the tops of the mountains is multifaceted.
The pyramid is not a HUM, a mound and a tomb, it is an energy condenser or the first
computer. It is possible under special conditions of spiritual state, with special rituals and on
certain days of the year, to transfer people and information, from continent to continent, or
through the World Macedonia into space to other inhabited Worlds. The journey of information
and people takes place momentarily, through the clear, black matter in space, which is called
EZER (or mistakenly Ether). These pyramids, like the other ones in the world have underground
corridors.
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Fig. 3 Aerial view of the town of LUG, today called Visoko, with its surroundings. The clay tile fig. 9, with an
engraved Macedonian ligature, as a topographic map, faithfully depicts the settlement LUG with its
pyramids. Pyramid of the Sun God Sun Ilija, Pyramid of the World Macedonia and the arrival of life energy,
Pyramid of the growth of the day R'S, RIS, Risto, Pyramid of Spring IS – Isus, and Pyramid of the Moon
with the circulation of energy as light.

According to Dr. Semir Osmanagic the corridors under the pyramids in Visoko – Lug
function as acoustic boxes, they have a beneficial effect on human health. They do not contain
negative radiation, such as radiation from space and natural radioactive radiation from the World,
no radiation from mobile phones and the Internet, having the best frequency of electric
magnetism – ultra sound of 28 kh (kilohertz), the natural resonance of our planet of 7.83 kh,
presence of negative ions.
The pyramids are healing places, with a high concentration of vital energy. In the past the
pyramids were called Kurilo, Kurilovo, personified by a man named Kurtish5. In Macedonia this is
Don – Dion and Hermes Vermes, in the Overseas Blossom (America) he is Kokopelli, in Zeta
Macedonia Europe he is Silen and Satyr, and in Christianity he is called St. Panteleimon, St.
Nicholas, to whom Western Europe will add a new name – Santa Claus.6
The answer regarding the meaning of the pyramids, their function and who built them,
according to written documents, can be found in this small book. The answer relies on the only
valid evidence, which are obvious material evidence and written documents, with phonetic script,
language, time distance, faith, written name of the god, written name of the ruler and written
name of the mother of the universe and the name of the state. In the town of Visoko – Lug,
according to this evidence, we can recognize several pyramids Fig. 3: Pyramid of the Sun ILI,
pyramid of the World Macedonia, pyramid of the Moon, pyramid of Spring IS-ISUS, pyramid of
R'S, RIS, Risto7.

Read more about Kurtish on page 92, “Macedonian emperor with many names Hermes – ZET ILION-MACEDON,
ZET ASCLEPIUS KURTIS".
6 Taken from the website zetamacedonia.com, 09.09.2021, КОЈ Е ДЕДО МРАЗ.
https://www.zetamacedonia.com/article/istrazuvanja/deshifrirani_tekstovi/19___dedo_mraz__republika_makedonija55442-8626-116
7 Deciphered text, p. 91.
5
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PREFACE

The man with white, black, yellow and red skin has lived in the World Macedonia for
millions of years. Due to some divine law, the mother MA will give birth to her child, and with the
parallel mother – grandmother, KE – ParasKEva will raise him. To the mother it's the only Dzet,
Dzjete, Djed, Djete named D'N, Don, Dion, Dionysus, Done. (The same is true in space, it is the
same on Earth). He will come in contact with the only Deity Stars. He will receive the divine
knowledge of God on the top of the mountain Bogoslovec R.M. It will pass the knowledge to its
people, the Macedonians. With his brother Hermes – Vermes, Time and his people, will spread it
around the world. He is the first globalizer to travel around the World Macedonia.
Every step of his campaign, he will leave a record under the World Macedonia, under land,
sea and rivers. For the secrecy and eternity of the message, he uses the principle, both in the
Over World Macedonia, the universe, and in the World Macedonia. He created a public and
secret Blossom script (Cyrillic and Latin). He created irregular 7/8 rhythm and instruments, with
which he shaped the mountains in the form of pyramids, and moved the river flows.
Across the world Macedonia, there are countless created artefacts, micro objects,
megaliths and inscriptions, which are, most often, illogical for the limited "scientific" mind. Due to
this fact, everything that science cannot explain and everything that modern technology cannot
do, is attributed to the technology that arrived from a planet in space. It has always been so.
The question of how the living world came into being has been relevant since the Stone
Age of the most advanced white-skinned human race, although all the technical and
technological inventions covered as culture, in ninety percent of the cases, were discovered
during the Stone Age. Due to this unique world civilization, which has been in existence for a
minimum of 500,000 years without any interruption – continuously, until today, with certain ups
and downs, due to the weather conditions or caused by their own alienated members, the origin
of the world is explained through the Sun God ILIJA and through a parallel world PARADISE,
located in the clear Lake, the black HELL space (incorrectly called Ether). One thing is to be
known, that the Universe, the Sun God Ilija8 and the entire living world of the World Macedonia,
was born of Paraskeva – Elena for the needs of the wise man, and the wise man exists only for
the glory of his Sun God Ilija and his Mother Marija, Madona, mistress, Madomnia, Mother of
God, the World Macedonia. This is a cosmic trinity between the Supreme Mother Paraskeva, the
God Ilija and the mortal God called Lord Macedon.
One of the great wonders in the world are the pyramids in the city of Visoko, Divine Region
– Bosnia, in the center of the Macedonian Peninsula. The pyramids were discovered by Dr.
Semir Osmanagic, after thousands of years of oblivion, caused by certain alienated members of
the same kin. Dr. Semir Osmanagic as a great philanthropist, as a top and successful
researcher, is also a tireless presenter of what is found, at home and in the world. It can be
concluded with great pleasure that he is not unique and lonely. In his research work he applies
innovative methods, unlike people similar to him, which are closed in their own ignorance. He is
open to anyone and any scientific and intuitive method, based on evidence, to discover who,
when and why build the pyramids. Regardless of whether he likes the findings of other evidencebased researchers or not, he accepts every opinion. Because of his achievements, as well as the
results of other researchers like him, they all are ignored and disputed. Their discoveries run
counter to the interests of official science, which, in order to prevent the spread of truth, uses the
terms pseudo-historian, pseudo-scientist and other inappropriate terms.
Dr. Semir Osmnagic and others like him, with their work, approach to research work and
achieved knowledge, change world history. Whether this statement pleases or doesn’t please
someone in the conservative "scientific" world of Western Europe is completely irrelevant, there
8

54. “WHAT IS GOD”, p. 86.
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is only one truth. He and others like him will continue to research, giving everyone the right to
express their opinion. He is self-critical about certain of his statements, declaring them "possible"
("Maybe doesn’t mean proven"), presented publicly in his books and media, if they are
challenged and supported by evidence.
The greatest evidence before any institution are records and material remains. The
"scientific" world ignores the records, declaring them "art" and hiding or destroying material
remains. Unfortunately, thieves are powerless before the divine honesty in universe.
The "scientific" world of Western Europe calls itself the inheritor of Roman culture, which in
turn is the inheritor of "Greek" culture. With this proclamation it can be figuratively understood
that Western Europeans are descended from a Semitic Arab tribe of Greeks. According to this
official thesis, Western Europe is Greece. Western Europeans are incapable of even grasping
other evidence presented, or wisely remain silent creating a sense of their own immaturity,
unhealthy attitude and envy, remaining blind to the evidence presented.
"With this book, the author tries to discover the truth about the white human race, through
written documents and material remains. To indicate that this race is a minority on the Planet. To
present its roots, language, science and culture. To explain to it about its belonging to the holy
trinity between the mother Planet Macedonia, the father Sun Ilija and the white son Macedon and
to show the place of the divine Paradise Macedonia, and the appearance of Macedonian culture
from at least 500,000 years ago in continuation to the present day, as the history of the world,
from where the word of God began to spread through faith and music. Macedonian culture is
accepted by the entire Macedonian race and all other peoples and tribal communities, together
with their language with Macedonian roots, their modern alphabet and digits, their Macedonian
rhythm and music instruments, and the Macedonian faith Reincarnation by conversion from faith
to religion. The act of baptism or conversion in the Christian religion is a symbolic act of changing
one's personal name, name for belonging to a fictional kin, and name of one's place of residence
(city, state). With the deciphered texts, the author tries to explain to the converted Macedonian
kin, that the cross in the Macedonian faith is a symbol of salvation, and in the Christian religion it
is a symbol of death where Jesus is killed. The author tries to explain to the Macedonian kin, the
white Macedon, its wrong tendency, and today's practice of robbing oneself, by changing the
name of material and cultural goods, and destroying the rest. The question arises why is this so?
The answer is short and simple: THIS IS BECAUSE OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE NOW
INSTALLED THIEVES’ CODE. PEOPLE PUT A SOCK ON THEIR HEADS SO THAT THEIR
MACEDONIAN ORIGIN IS NOT RECOGNIZED. They can rob everything, and destroy
everything behind them, but unfortunately cannot destroy the white skin. There is one big
HOWEVER"9.

Fig. 4 Zeta Macedonia with the center of the world, Republic of Macedonia.

9

Taken from the book “Zeta Macedonia 500,000 years of literary“ by Branko Sotirovski.
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Destroying the root of its existence, this people helps other nations of yellow, black and red
to wipe it off the planet, as can be seen in the book "Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy”,
which happened to the Macedonians in Asia, Africa and America. The white Macedon merged
into those nations, leaving its culture to live to this day under a different name.
"Among the first discovered testimonies, important for our and for the whole world history,
are those found in the cave Crveni Steni (Petralona), near the village of Kameni Gumna, in
Aegean Macedonia, where, in 1959, a skull of a man was found, dated at least 600,000 years
ago, assumed to have been aged 25-30 years, Fig. 8. Another important testimony, which
predates the found skull, is the ammonite, Fig. 5, which is among the first living organisms, found
on the Macedonian Peninsula, with a time period of 160 million years, near Dlaboka Reka – Stip
region, R. Macedonia. In the locality Prevalec, Veles, R. Macedonia, animal bones fossils were
found, Fig. 6 and 7, which today live in Africa, such as: mammoth, tiger, lion, hippo, antelope,
three-toed horse, etc. These, and many others, are material remnants, which are direct evidence
and testimonies, through which we can reveal the beginnings and the origin of life."10

Fig. 5 Ammonite – 160 million years. Dlaboka reka – Stip region, Republic of Macedonia.11

Fig. 6 Natural History Museum
Fig. 7 fossil bone 10 mill. years
Skopje, R. Macedonia12
Prevalec site, Veles, R.Macedonia.13

10 Taken

Fig. 8 The skull from Petralona,
600,000 years old, Maced. era.14

from the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy” – additional edition, p. 16.
photo by Branko Sotirovski.
12 Fossil bone, Natural History Museum Skopje, Macedonia, photo: Branko Sotirovski
13 Fossil bone, 10 million years old, Prevalec site, Macedonia, photo by Branko Sotirovski
14 Source: Macedonia: Historuy – monuments – museum; I.Touratsglou, EKDOTIKE ATHENON S.A Athens 1999,
p.277.
11 Ammonite,
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VISOKO, BOSNIA
Processing of inscriptions found in the locality Visoko – Lug, Zeta Macedonia Divine –
Bosnia.

Through the analysis of the artefacts with the help of the questions: what, who, when,
how, we will try to give answers, and by including the comparative method, we will compare
them with the same or similar evidence found in the world.

01.a “Ceramic Block, Sunrise on the Little Div”
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 500,000 – 32,000 years of Macedonian era before
the advent of Christian

Fig. 9 Sunrise of the "Little Div", on XXV December, with engraved Macedonian ligature and Blossom
script (Cyrillic).

The ceramic plate was found in the center of the Macedonian Peninsula, on the site
Visoko - Lug, Zeta Makedonia Bozja - Bosnia. On this subject can be recognized the Macedonian
culture, and the totality of spiritual and material values of the Macedonians, and that is science,
faith, language, literacy for public, secret and symbolic display, in the form of the Macedonian
Ligature.
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This artifact is a masterpiece. That ѐ written DECREE, written order, decision or decree
that has legal force. The word decree if divided into morphemes, its meaning ѐ: DEC = ten, RET
= ORDER. The plate contains ten commandments of God to create order, they are: 1. Sunrise of
the Little Wild from December 25th. 2. Title of the ruler "Tesht". 3. Name of King Ilija. 4. Name of
God IL. 5. Name of the city LUG. 6. Name of the state of Macedonia. 7. Name of the peninsula
Macedonian Peninsula. 8. Name of the constellation Cross Macedonia. 9. Map of the city of
Lug.10. Macedonian faith in reincarnation. In a word, the ceramic plate represents the
autochthonous Macedonian - God's people, called Bosnian, in the right light, in continuation to
this day. The continuity of this people is proved by written documents, which date back to
500,000 years ago. They are the people of the Macedonian Peninsula, Zeta Macedonia Europe
and the World Macedonia.
The paths around the pyramids and the protective part of the pyramid itself are made with
this material, casted on the spot. So far, the technology of making such ceramics is unknown.
While the material is not as solid as concrete, it is placed in a pre-made mold, it is possible that
during the drying process the block was engraved and polished. According to the strokes of the
hand, the artist worked freely with a confident movement, great experience and vast knowledge
of the Macedonian ligature, his own faith, the topography of the town of Visoko – Lug, the
celestial bodies, the universe and culture of living from 500,000 – 34,000 years ago.
According to the team of archaeologists and external collaborators led by Dr. Semir
Osmanagic, the following was established: "20 symbols are engraved on the surface of the
ceramic block. Eight symbols correspond to the runic script. Meaning: "The gate is closed, we
are waiting. We have to be conquerors, defending and conquering, until we can go through the
star gate again."
This reading may be correct. Let's ask ourselves: How it is possible to read such a long text
with eight "Runic" letters? That is not presented. What the other twelve symbols say, what script
is this and who wrote it is not yet known.
Let's see what is the Runic script. According to some researchers and their assumptions,
the Runes are a series of alphabets used, but not invented, by people from the Scandinavian and
Western European territories. The group of runic scripts, containing dashes, also includes the
Irish and the Scottish scripts. Runes are found from eastern China to western Europe. According
to the regions and the meaning of the Runes, unlike the Macedonian meaning, the Runes are
"magic signs, letters, secret knowledge, song, wisdom, secret or mystery". The essential
meaning is that the runes tell a mystery. This is because they did not know the source of their socalled Runes, did not know the meaning of the language of the people who created them, and did
not use them as phonetic signs.
"Runes appeared around the first century, based on some old alphabet", and these
symbols are not phonetic signs, but only have magical powers. The Runes are thought to have
originated from a "cuneiform script that appeared in Mesopotamia". (Mesopotamia is a
Macedonian or Bosnian word, which should be pronounced MEGJUPOTOCHJE, between the
two streams the Euphrates and the Tigris.) "Runes also come from older Phoenician, Greek and
Latin scripts."
Ordinary "scientific" dilettantes are making a huge world mistake when they say "Greek
script". The Greek state appeared in 1832, not corresponding to the time distance of the first
century. (It is the same as saying that Tito and the Communist Party fought together with
Alexander the Great and the Macedonians.)
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Fig. 10 Signature standing under the clay block in the museum, located near the underground tunnels
Ravne 2.

To correct this, the uneducated "scientists" make an even bigger mistake when they say
the "script of ancient Greece". (It is the same as saying that Tito fought together with his fellow
citizen, the old Alexander the Great.) Let us ask ourselves, which is older, the chicken or the
egg? These are two terms, one being older. Something older than the chicken is the egg or
God’s Egg15. So something older than the Greeks, from whom they inherited the culture, are the
Macedonians. The Macedonian people have always been the people on the territory called
Greece today. Runes can not come from the Latin alphabet either. As it has already been said,
the Latin was invented by the Macedonians 9,000 years ago16, and is also found in Utah in the
Horseshoe Canyon17. The Runes are thought to also originate from the Chinese symbolic script,
and this is not true because the Chinese language has a large number of Macedonisms, and
their script was made by the Macedonians based on the Macedonian Blossom alphabet, both
public and secret (Cyrillic and Latin)18.
The name Runes comes from the Macedonian noun R'N, derived from the past tense of the
verb RIENO with the meaning to "make" a groove in wood, stone or clay with a hard object. The
vibration produced during pronunciation, the dark vowel, between the letters "R" and "N" can be
sounded with five vowels A, E, I, O, U. Thus, according to some speaking regions, R'N is
pronounced RUN, plural RUNI. Among the Macedonians, according to the meaning, it is
pronounced RIENO – RANETO (WOUNDED) = rie – damage, makes a groove. It can also be
pronounced with "A", hence the noun from R'NA – RANA (WOUND) or a carving on an object.
The Macedonians created the Blossom alphabet (kuril – master, Cyrillic, masterly, i.e.
stately)19 for communicating public messages, while for transmitting secret knowledge they
created a new Blossom alphabet (Latin, beautiful, divine). The symbol of the two Blossom
alphabets is the rooster, as a zoomorphic hypothesis of the divine Hermes20. In addition to these
two alphabets, the Macedonians possessed secret "magic" symbols, which are: dot, line, cross,

For "Sun, oh, sun, God’s egg" see the book "Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy, Macedonian civilization on
five continents, tradition to this day. p. 321“. The book “Zeta Macedonia” is in national libraries around the world.
Fragment p. 72
16 20. "The ceramic stamp from Cerje", Govrlevo, near Skopje, Republic of Macedonia, 7,000 - 6,000 years
Macedonian era, BC. p. 47
17 "Zeta Macedonia Native" Utah USA, Cave Macedonia. "IN GOD'S TREASURE, I WILL BE LIGHT", p. 75
18 36. "The Lake of God Father Sun ILI", p. 69
Zeta Macedonia Manchuria – Inner Mongolia, China. Retrieved from the site zetamacedonia.com on 17.09.2021, p 67
19. 19. "Macedonian Blossom script", taken from the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy.17.09.2021, p. 43
15
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swastika, spiral, circle, triangle, square, rhombic ideograms, pyramid, cone, mountain tops. In our
opinion, the magical meaning of the eight recognized "Runes" is taken from and is part of the
Macedonian Blossom alphabet.
01.b "Analysis of the Macedonian ligature Sunrise of the Little Div"
This Macedonian ligature has its own beauty in terms of art, it is a masterpiece. It testifies
to the culture of a God's people.

Fig. 11 Copied ligature from the ceramic block "Sunrise of the Little Div". This ligature reads: "L'T T'SHT, LI
ILIA MAKEDONIA, S 'AT IL I L'G UK BOGU. IT I L'T".
Transcribed in Macedonian it reads: FLIGHT OF THE TESHT, SAINT ILIJA from MACEDONIA, WITH AT
on IL, WITH GOD'S SCIENCE TO SUN GOD. RUSHES IL THE FATHER IN MACEDONIA.

This artifact is irrefutable evidence before the numerous "scientific" gatherings for selective
processing of artefacts and misinterpretations, in order to conceal the truth and appropriate
another's cultural heritage. To further explain WHY this Macedonian ligature was made, as are all
others scattered around the world, let us quote a scholar, Italis: "Hermes saw the totality of all
things. And when he saw that totality, he understood everything. And after he understood
everything, he gained the power to reveal and direct. In fact, the things he understood, he drew!
And, after drawing them, he hid them! Because for most he wanted to be silent and not speak.
For every nation, born after the great world flood, to look for them."

20

On Hermes read on p. 92
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Before we start the analysis, let's say that this ligature was made, in the style of Hermes,
with hidden messages. This is because of the world flood, which is the flood of the mind. Through
this Macedonian ligature, one can perceive the faith in Reincarnation or the circulation of energy
as light, from the constellation of the Cross to the World of Macedonia, as a spiritual energy, with
which life is created. Light energy The World Macedonia will transform the light energy, with the
help of the sun Ili, into material energy and will give birth to the living world. Among the born
living matter is the wise man with his science, "UK" = with uka (teaching) or science, and his
mind "AK" = ak'l, the ability of man to think, to create, to judge, to remember, etc.
According to written documents, that wise man is called Macedon21. The wise Macedon
was born in order to spread the love and glory of the God Sun Ilija. In that honor he performs a
ritual of the Krijesovi. He makes big fires called KLADA, where he offers sacrifices in the form of
food and wine. Now the material energy returns towards the constellation Cross, where it
multiplies and descends again on the Planet Macedonia, entering the underground corridors of
the pyramids and the mountains.

01.c "Topographic map of the town of Lug – Visoko". Fig. 3
The drawing on the ceramic block is a topographic map of thectown of Lug – Visoko.
Macedonians made such maps, not only of land, but also of the sea and lake bottoms.
Since the time of construction of the pyramids in Visoko – Lug, 34,000 years ago, but also
a minimum of probably 500,000 years ago, the people of this region possessed machines for
observing the whole world from a height. That technical ability has not been materially confirmed,
no flying device has been found, such as the inscription in the Nazca Desert of Peru, for
intercontinental and interworld flying machines, Fig. 12 and 13.

Fig. 12 Solar energy aircraft, Nazca site, Peru.22
The antenna has “Macedonia li” inscribed
on it in the form of ligature

Fig. 13 Macedon reincarnates, descends
from Space, California,
USA. Blair Valley Anza Borrego 4.000 years23

The conclusion is that the indigenous people from the Macedonian Peninsula flew with their souls
in a dream24, observed the World Macedonia and inhabited it.
01.d “Map of the constellation Great Cross (Crux Majoris)”

On Macedon, 55. “What is the holy spirit”, p. 89
Taken from the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy”, p. 77
23 Taken from the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy”, 359
24 25. "Cave near Sitovo" Near Plovdiv, Macedonia (present-day Bulgaria), 4,500 years Maced era BC, p. 51
21
22
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The engraving faithfully depicts the constellation Great Cross25, today called the Swan lying
on the Milky Way, i.e. over the "Heavenly River". There is a blue star "Zhiva" in the constellation
of the Great Cross. Its atmosphere is sucked into an accompanying object that emits X-rays.
Those rays are the divine spirit Macedon. It is assumed that in a certain period of time several
million years ago, the life energy from the constellation Cross arrived in the World Macedonia,
which still radiates.

Fig. 14 Constellation of the Great Cross, today renamed constellation Swan or the Milky Way.
The ceramic block Fig. 9, as a topographic map of the universe, faithfully depicts the constellation Cross,
with the Pyramid of Life Energy and the way of arrival of life in the World Macedonia from the star "Zhiva"
Cugnus X-1.

The Macedonian principle is observed in this ligature, both on the soil, arable land and their
surroundings, as well as in universe. It is assumed that there is a parallel world. At the very
beginning of the creation of the living world, the life energy will arrive as a sunray. The life energy
descends on the mountains and the pyramids, like a fine dew, representing the Divine Spirit
Macedon.

25 Stone

slate with engraved Macedonian ligature, 11,000 years P. 59
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01.e "Life Energy"
The vertical, first, left line, symbolically arrives from the blue Star Zhiva from the
constellation of the Great Cross. The line spells out the name of the town "L'G" = Lug. That
direction moves to the highest point of the pyramid shape and enters it as a female seed. At the
same moment, a semicircular line enters the round pyramid, with the words "IL AT", representing
a male divine seed. The two small lines write the name of the fruit, located in the mother's womb.
"IS" is read from left to right. The fruit is born on the XXI March, from the "US" lips of Planet
Macedonia, which is the Matka Canyon in R. Macedonia. After birth the fruit will get its name IS
from US = ISUS. Isus will be raised as a Liitle Div in the settlement of Divlje, near Skopje, R.
Macedonia. The AT horses of the Little Div as a fertilizing power "AT IL" are bred at the foot of
the mountain in the settlement Konjari, along the river Pchinja, which flows into the river Bel Dar
(White Gift) – Vardar. In the town of Visoko – Lug, the personification of the greatest gift is done
with the Pyramid of Spring, which is located between Mother Macedonia and Father Sun Ilija.
Fig. 3

Fig.15 Macedonian ligature showing the arrival of life energy and the beginning of the fruit with the name IS.
This part of the inscription reads: “I L’G IS, IL AT”:

The life energy in the form of fine dew is stored in the underground corridors of the
mountains and pyramids throughout the World Macedonia, pure as a tear, full of life energy. That
water is alive, it purifies the soul and the divine spirit Macedon. Water certainly cleanses the body
but it can not clean one thing – the face.

01.f "Pyre on XXI March"
For the complete purification of the spirit and the soul, the Macedonians use the fire from a
burning pyre. On the XXI of March, when the religious customs of purification are performed, a
pyre is lit. The young Isus jumps over the burning fire and thus becomes an adult. This is the
FLIGHT OF THE TESHT ILIJA over the PYRE fire, (Flight of the divine seed the testicles of Ilija),
20

Fig. 16. The pyre is a bridge, the place where sacrifice is offered. The sacrificed food and wine
are for a rich harvest. The spiritual energy in the form of light returns to the universe.

Fig. 16 Arranged trees, logs in a circle, vertically and horizontally, at a certain place, burned, for public
burning and sacrifice, for food and wine, but also for deceased people, is called a pyre. This part of the
clay block reads: ON THE BURNING PYRE TESHT L'T ILIA.

The vertical line from the Pyre, which represents the Spirit and the soul, passes through the
pyramid of spring and heads to the constellation Cross, Fig. 3. This religious practice was not
adopted by the "scientific" dilettantes, although it is still present among the Macedonian people
under the name of Krijesovi.26 The pyre with the flames, like IL AT, is also used to transmit the
spirit and soul of the deceased Macedonians to the sun. Because of this, the "scientists" say that
the people of the World Macedonia were in very small numbers. This is because fire destroys all
material evidence.

01.е "Urban map of the town of Visoko – Lug".
According to the Macedonian engraving-ligature "Sunrise on the Little Div", the town of
Visoko was called LUG. As an urban map, the settlement LUG27 at that time was drawn with

26
27

„Kreskaj se“, p. 48
The noun Lug is found all over the World in Macedonia, p. 55
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streets, which spread as a fan from the point "Source of life energy", towards east-west and
north- south.

Fig. 17 The black line outlines the town plan from 500,000 to 34,000 years ago.

01.f "The name of the country"
From the drawn pyramids: Pyramid of the World Macedonia, the Pyramid of the Sun, Klada, the
urban plan of the city Visoko - Lug and a map of the Macedonian Peninsula, a Macedonian
ligature is written, and it contains the noun Macedonia.

Fig. 18-а Map of Zeta Macedonia, the Macedonian Peninsula.
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Fig. 18 The line of life energy, which arrives from the constellation Cross, enters the pyramid of the World
Macedonia, next to it is the pyramid of the Sun Ilija, below is the town of Visoko – Lug, in the shape of
streets from a settlement and a Pyre. In this part of the drawing the inscription MACEDONIA has been
deciphered.

What does that mean? It is the oldest document, which confirms the life code of the divine
spirit Macedon, which will arrive first in the state of Zeta Macedonia and the Macedonian
Peninsula, with selected, divine individuals, members of the Macedonian people. One of them,
called by several names, according to the territory and the particular time perios is: Enoch, Zet IS
– Isus, Zet RIS – Risto, Zet Don, Dion, Dionysus, Zet Hermes – Verme, Zet Kurtish, Kokopeli, St.
Panteleimon, St. Nikolas and Dzet, Dzjet, Dzjete, Djete, Djed, Ded.
According to written documents found on five continents with an age of 500,000 years it
can be said with certainty that the oldest name for marking a country is Macedonia.

01.g "Pyre on XXII December"

Fig. 19 Part of the drawing shows Pyre, the flight of the divine spirit Macedon, from the old Tesht Ilija, with
flaming tongues, like the horse of IL with science towards the Sun God ILI, along a straight line to God.
This part of the engraving reads: WITH AT IL (Il's horse) and with UK (science) DIVINE, towards GOD.
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The Pyre contains supernatural power, as an energy machine for transmitting energy.
Based on the spiritual energy arrived in Macedonia, our Mother gives birth to material energy in
the town of Visoko - Lug and Zeta Macedonia. With the help of the Pyre and the flames in the
form of "AT IL", Makedon with its "UK"28 – teaching or science, ascends to "GOD". That is the
way of the Spirit and the soul to the sun and the Milky Way.
01.h "The renewed energy comes back."
The renewed, purified light energy returns back from the sun to the World Macedonia. It
enters the underground corridors of the mountains and the pyramids in the form of holy water.
The stored holy water springs at the foot. It is rare for that water to spring from under the roots of
the Macedonian Oak29. This part of the inscription reads; "IT I L'T" meaning "ITA – BRZA VO
LET" (“IT HURRIES – SPEEDS IN FLIGHT”). It refers to the morning sun that will fly from behind
the mountains, like a Little Div – RIS, Risto.

Fig. 20 The Pyramid of the Sun represents the sun itself, where the seed of God arrives, with the words:
"IT I L'T", meaning: "THE LIGHT ENERGY IS FAST IN FLIGHT FROM THE SUN, AS A MALE GOD
SEED, IT IS STORED IN THE PYRAMID IN THE FORM OF WATER, ON XXV DECEMBER AND XXII
MARCH".

28
29

31. "Macedonian sun, it sounds with the mind" p. 57
On the oak you can read on the website zetamacedonia.com "Badnik, It comes to stay".
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The engraving, Fig. 11, is divided into three parts, which are intertwined. The left part
describes the Macedonian Faith in Reincarnation, with the line coming from the Blue Star –
"Zhiva". The middle part shows the return of energy in the form of a Macedonian soul, from the
World Macedonia to the Sun. The right line shows the multiplied spiritual energy, which enters
the Pyramid of the Sun ILI.
The engraving reads: "L'T T'SHT, LI ILIA MACEDONIA, S 'AT IL I L'G UK BOGU. IT I
L'T".
Transcribed in Macedonian it reads: FLIGHT OF THE TESHT, LIGHT ILIJA from
MACEDONIA, WITH AT of IL, WITH GOD'S TEACHING TOWARDS THE SUN GOD. ITA IL
THE FATHER BY FLIGHT TO MACEDONIA.

02. "Direction of movement"
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.30
An inscription is engraved on the stone. Read from right to left it says: "N'SA T'JI Ѕ".
Meaning: "WATCH YOUR DIRECTION". This inscription as an arrow indicates the direction of
movement of people. That is the direction of movement, with kilometers of tunnels. This direction
of movement can also mean that the person who came to visit the pyramids is to adhere to a
course in a spiritual sense. To adhere to the direction of the Macedonian faith in Reincarnation.
In certain rituals the course should be in the direction of the light of the Sun God Ili.
This inscription in the sense of spirituality can be read: "T’JI SAN" meaning: "YOUR
DREAM". It was the dream of every Macedonian to travel to the sun after death, and from the
sun to reincarnate again in Macedonia.

Fig. 21 Macedonian rock/stone ligature, found near the pyramids with Macedonian text. – WATCH YOUR
DIRECTION.

30

Quote from the book "Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy, Macedonian civilization on five continents, tradition
to this day" by Branko Sotirovski, p.163
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An inscription with a similar message for repose or dreaming under the influence of poppy
tar is found much later in a cave near Plovdiv, Zeta Macedonia Piraeus, a territory today called
Bulgaria. Fig. 50

03. "Through the Pyramid to the Sun"
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.

Fig. 22 Deciphered text.

“Read from left to right: “CRAWL TOWARDS IL" means crawling or moving slowly towards
the exit, towards the Sun. Read from right to left: “IZI IL”. The way out is in the direction of the
written letters, towards the Sun." The direction of movement with the written text is ambiguous.
The exit is either from where the visitor entered or is in the direction of the arrow. That is the way
to the sunray IL, which as the sunray "AT", the Lord – God the Macedonian will take to the Sun
and heaven". It is the divine spirit Macedon, who travels to the sun, or descends to the World
Macedonia.

04. "Through the pyramid to heaven, the power of the bare wall."
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.
“Eighty-five meters from the entrance in the Ravne underground labyrinth, the Foundation's
team in 2007 discovered a monolith completely covered with sand. After cleaning its surface,
engraved symbols were discovered." 31

31

http://udruga-kameleon.hr/tekst/5541/, retrieved on 05.05.2015.
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In the underground corridors, which lead to the pyramid of the Sun, there is a huge
megalith, casted on the spot with material and technique known only to the Lords – Macedonian
Rulers. It radiates with its beauty and divine energy, which affects self-confidence and trust in
God ILI. It is written in Blossom letters and the Macedonian ancient primordial language in the
form of ligatures.

Fig. 23 Engraved symbols.

The text on the megalith reads: "S'LU U G'SHT'L DZ'D. ILI USHTE RI SO SHILO. ULI
PS'LU. DZI UT K’SHT. KROS RAJ LIL, SHTU ILT ITU U T'S UL'DZ M'LI. MDZNI NA DZID.
J'N'SHU DZ".
Transcribed into modern Macedonian, it means: "THE STRENGTH OF THE NAKED
WALL. STILL BURROW WITH A PRICKER. RECEIVE GOD ILI – PRAY WITH PSALMS. I SAW
THE OWL32 OF THE HOUSE. THROUGH PARADISE I SHINED. WHERE TO ILI I FLYED AT
SPEED, FROM THE ENTRY SMALL. SMOOTH ON THE WALL. I SAW THE LIGHT."

32

“Owl (Ut – Buf)“, p. 73
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According to this deciphered ligature we can come to the conclusion that at a certain period
of time, such as December XXV and March XXI, or throughout the year, some of the walls in the
underground World Macedonia and the "naked wall" itself were a source of light. It should
represent the energy received from the Sun God ILI. It is the sunray IL as the divine spirit
Macedon, which through the top of the pyramid as an observatory comes to the AR – the soil.

Fig. 24 The ligature reads: "S'LU U G'SHT'L DZ'D. ILI USHTE RI SO SHILO. ULI PS'LU. DZI UT K’SHT. KROS RAJ
LIL, SHTU ILT ITU U T'S UL'DZ M'LI. MDZNI NA DZID. J'N'SHU DZ".

In the days of that energy miracle, the priests and the Lords – Macedonian Rulers were
present in the corridors. On December XXV, with a certain ritual, the priest would say: Let us see
"THE POWER OF THE NAKED WALL. RECEIVE GOD ILI, ULI – PRAY WITH PSALMA". Which
means that those present, singing psalms, receive the divine spirit Macedon in themselves.
That's the day of "KRSH" = breaking. The Holy Mother who revolves around her axis, at a certain
angle, will turn from the constellation Dragon to the constellation of the Cross. The old Tesht will
die – the longest duration of the night, announced with: "I SAW THE OWL ON К”SHTA33 =
HOUSE, KASHTEL" and the “Little Div” Ris – Risto will be born.

33

The noun "K'SHTA" means house, castle. The word K'shta is also found in fig. 50. "Cave near Sitovo" Zeta
Macedonia Piraeus, cave near Sitovo, near Plovdiv (present-day Bulgaria), 4,500 years Maced. era BC, p. 51.
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Such a gathering is held on March XXI. At the same time, in that moment of strong light,
like a flash, the new Zet – God Sun and his Bride – the World Macedonia was proclaimed. He is
the ruler, Lord, Master, God, and his bride is Marija, Madona, Mistress, Madomnia, the World
Macedonia. The ritual continues with a sacrificial rite. The sacrifice consists of food and wine.
The act of sacrifice was accompanied by a feeling of joy. It is the belief in the path to paradise,
eternal life, and reincarnation. The man with his purity felt like a SAINT. With the words "I SAW
OUR OWL, THROUGH THE PARADISE 'LIEV' – I FERTILIZED", it means that from the sacrifice
made instantly, the spirit ascended to the divine ray IL, like God's lightning "Dze" (ze), through
the pyramid, will be transmitted on "Azil'k" – the eternal home to be brought back again through
"azil'k" – a ray or a rainbow, this time as the divine spirit Macedon, shedding in paradise the
divine seed in eternal life. The soul returns "to the small entrance" from the top of the pyramid
and descends on AR in the corridors. Through this ritual, the World Macedonia was fertilized.
The pyramid has had this purpose for thousands of years. It served to transmit the divine
spirit Macedon from the Sun to the Mega World and vice versa, from continent to continent and
from the World Macedonia and others, such as: the inner World the womb of the mother and the
Over World Macedonia in the cosmos, communicating with the Sun for the travelling of souls to
paradise Macedonia through reincarnation. The pyramid as a benevolent machine possesses the
power of justice. Sinful souls with their spirit, alienated from their race, are sent to hell to burn
forever from cold and heat.
This artifact is evidence for explaining the fact that Macedonians lived all over the planet at
the same time. The question arises why the Macedonians disappeared from Asia, Australia,
Africa, America and half of Europe. "It is so, because the holy Macedonian people, who were
noble and humane, had a sacred duty from the Sun God ILI – ILE to make literate all the other
smaller tribal communities, transferring to them the script, science, art, faith and psalms with
melody, but as the light attracts the darkness, so the Macedonian people due to their sacred
duty were easy prey to the barbarians, the wanderers, the criminals and the ungodly.” All the
shrines, such as the tops of the mountains, the plateaus, the many watchtowers, the megaliths
and the pyramids, most often demolished and sealed like the corridors under the pyramids in
Bosnia, have been destroyed and forgotten, a process that unfortunately still happens today by
certain alienated Macedonians for petty personal interests.
Western European theorists, destroying the Macedonian spirit, are destroying their own
history, attributing it to nameless tribes as Indo-European or Arab. They are struggling to prove
that they are an indigenous people with a history that has no roots. They struggle to prove that
the Macedonian people did not exist, but they forget the fact that they are assimilated
Macedonians into imaginary communities.
The Macedonian spirit is reborn, reincarnated in a new life in the XXI century through the
Macedonian family, race and people, the LORDS – MACEDONIAN RULERS, in a small country
on the Macedonian Peninsula, which is MACEDONIA, renamed as Republic of Macedonia.
Strange but true, the world that represents a giant or "GOLIAT", is scared by the name
Republic of Macedonia, which is as small as a poppy seed or "DAVID". The world is frightened
by the very name Macedonia, which is MAK – E – DON, meaning: The poppy seed is a bloom,
spring, unstoppable space axis, crash and breaking the axis, FROM – TO of MA or MAK or
DIVINE SPIRIT MACEDON. Building of pyramids and digging corridors under the pyramids is
self-sacrificing for a flight through the pyramid to heaven. The case is the same with the
construction of the Macedonian pyramids in Zeta Macedonia AR on MA (present-day Egypt) and
around the world.
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05. „АТ34, The Horse of IL"
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.
The letter "A" is the initial letter of the Macedonian Blossom alphabets (Cyrillic and Latin). It is a
phonetic sign, signifies one voice. The Macedonian alphabets, in addition to the phonetic feature,
have several other meanings, one of them is the magical meaning, digit value, musical value as a
note and many others. In this case, we can analyze the letter "A" as a Macedonian ligature, as a
hidden message. From what we can read, it is not excluded that there is a different interpretation.
According to the information published in the book "Zeta Macedonia 400,000 yeas of literacy", we
can conclude that the letter reads: AT IL, L'T XXV. In modern Macedonian it reads: THE HORSE
– AT OF GOD IL WILL FLIGHT ON 25 DAY, from the pyramid of the growth on the day called
R'S, RIS, RISTO, Fig. 3.

Fig. 25 The letter "A" as a ligature can be read THE HORSE OF IL IN FLIGHT.

In this case, the letter "A" represents a frontal view of the pyramid of the Sun. In the
Macedonian alphabet, from 500,000 years ago, the letter "A" is also written as „V" = A, there is
no transverse line. On this letter, the transverse line goes out of the frame of the two oblique
lines, symbolizing the wings of the "AT" – the horse, Fig. 26.
As it is written in the deciphered text, it is the horse of IL that flies. In addition to the many
lies published in books, such as the Encyclopedia Britannica about the name of the horse and

34

„ Zeta Macedonia God’s Lom BLOMBOS“, p. 69
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the rider, let's explain the story of AT IL – the horse of IL. The mosaic, Fig. 27, shows a scene of
a sunset, the end of the day, with personification. A reincarnation of the Sun God IL is shown. AT
– the horse represents the divine fire, the fertilizing power of God. Light is released from the
divine fire – the divine spirit Macedon. In the morning before sunrise, at dawn the horse "AT" will
fly, will announce the sun personified as a lion. The lion is a Macedonian symbol of the God Sun
IL. The horse and the lion are symbols of one God IL, and the rider of the horse – the light of day
is, in fact, Macedon, the divine spirit, arriving with the first sunray.

Fig. 26 Left, Macedonian ligature "AT IL L'T" = Horse of the God Sun IL in flight from December 25th.
Fig. 27 Right, Macedonian mosaic depicting Macedonian mythology. Macedon riding on "AT" – a winged
horse in an attempt to attack the lion, 300-270 Macedonian era before the advent of Christianity,
Archaeological Museum of Rhodes (Rodos). ("Rod" with the suffix "os" in Macedonian – Slavic language
means FRUIT, LIFE and a generation that originates from one nation)
.

Figure 28 Left, a fragment of a carpet. The curved pattern is the letter "M" symbolizes a fertile Macedonia
with its ovaries. The whole Macedonian carpet is filled with symbols of the sun, mother and son. The image
in the middle symbolizes the sun ILI. The image on the right, the Great Mother, is present on every
Macedonian carpet.

In the city of Macedonian stories Baghdad. The meaning of this toponym is, „BAG =
GOD and DAD = grandfather, child, given = given as gift. According to this analysis, Baghdad is
a Macedonian toponym with the meaning of God-given Child. That child is called ALADIN with
the meaning AL = bright red, plum. ADIN = unique, one, first. Aladdin means the only sun at
dawn or red sunrise, the new day "AL IL". Aladdin is a person who flies with a carper. The
Macedonian carpet is full of Macedonian symbols of the sun, the divine spirit Macedonia and
symbols of the World Macedonia. These symbols represent "AT IL".
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06. “Macedon”
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.
This ligature is the personal dry mark of the ruler, who participated in the construction of this
pyramid.

Fig. 29 With a dry stamp – seal, on a half dry concrete block, the inscription SIJAJ TI MAKEDON (SHINE
YOU MACEDON) is stamped.

"SIJAJ TI MAKEDON" – Your bright Macedon, is a term for addressing the Lord,
Master, God, a god with a temporary residence on Planet Macedonia. In a period of 12
months (according to the twelfth vertical lines). He is deified, a representative of the
Macedonian people, according to whom the territory is called Macedonia. According to
written documents in the form of ligatures, spread on five continents, the Macedonians
called their planet World Macedonia.

07. "Ilija shines, beams"
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.
The engraved stone was found during the cleaning of the labyrinth in the locality Ravne 2.
The one who buried the tunnels did not manage to destroy the records, considering them
unimportant, because he himself did not know their meaning. This stone with its shape and
engraved Macedonian ligature faithfully reflects the area of the town Visoko – Lug, Fig. 30
32

The engraved stone reads: "IS SIA S’L, ILIA L'S. ILIA SIA". Translated into modern
Macedonian, it means: IS – Isus, the total living nature, along the river Bosna, S'L – only with the
light L'S, which comes from the full moon, is illuminated by the Sun God ILIJA, who is still shining
from behind the World Macedonia. Macedonians have always measured time according to nights
and the Moon. According to this ligature we can assume that the Pyramid of the Moon is a Lunar
Observatory.
According to the latest research by Dr. Semir Osmanagic the Pyramid of the Sun ILIA,
among other things, is a solar observatory. The noun IS (Fig. 30), which means the total living
nature in which Macedon is located, is located near the river Bosna. It would not be wrong to say
that the Bosna River and the area it flows through were formerly called IS.

Fig. 30 The engraved stone was found in the historical labyrinth of Ravne.

Fig. 31, 32 Satellite image of the town of Visoko – Lug.
Image on the left, the territory of the locality Visoko – Lug with the river Bosna, from where the life "IS" –
Isus comes. Image on the right, the Pyramid of the Sun, the Pyramid of the World Macedonia and the
Pyramid of the Moon are recognizable. The Bosna River is full of life energy, called IS.

If divided into morphemes, the noun Bosna means: BO = god S'N = son and A = At Il, the horse
of the sun which is actually the LIGHT OF THE DAY. According to this ligature and many others,
we can conclude that the Bosnian people are indigenous Macedonian people on the territory of
Bosnia.
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Fig. 33 Deciphered text.

The stone reads: "IS – ISUS SHINES – LIGHTS ONLY WITH THE SUNRAYS OF ILI, now also
ILIA SHINES – BEAMS".

08. “Vrtolet – Vrtolum”
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.
Our World Macedonia revolves around its axis, which has a certain slope. The World
Macedonia circling around the Sun makes an apparent slope, to the left and to the right. In fact,
the slope of the Earth is the same with respect to the circle around the Sun, only because of the
position of the Planet relative to the elapsed time (months), in which case the Sun illuminates it
differently, forming four seasons. In this way the Sun and the World draw the symbol "X", and the
apparent inclination from the constellation Sagittarius to the end point of the constellation Great
Cross forms the symbol "X" or the two farthest axes form the winter solstice December 22nd and
the summer solstice June 21st, 22nd".
Vrtolet or Vrtolum is the position of the World Macedonia on June 22nd, when the longest
duration of the day begins to decrease. Among the Macedonian people, this natural phenomenon
is called Vrtolum or the sun turns towards the winter period. In fact, the World Macedonia with its
axis deviates or breaks the day. The term Vrtolet has the same meaning, which is: "THE DAY
TURNS IN FLIGHT TOWARDS WINTER".
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Fig. 34 The stone reads: "IT L'TO L'TIO OITA V'RL'T OS L'M MADONA LI". Transcribed into modern
Macedonian, it reads: "HURRIES SUMMER IN FLIGHT FROM JUNE 21-22 IT REACHED VRTOLET
WITH THE AXIS IN 'LOM'".

One can recognize the Macedonian Blossom alphabet (Cyrillic) on the drawing, in the form
of a Macedonian ligature. The text reads: "IT L'TO OITA V’RL'T OS L'M MADONA LI".
Transcribed in modern Macedonian, it reads; "HURRIES SUMMER, IT REACHED
VRTOLET WITH THE AXIS IN 'LOM' – BREAKING OF THE DAY. The world MADONA –
Macedonia LIGHT".
This inscription refers to June 21st-22nd. The word "L'T" is placed on a carefully selected
stone with two broken lines, marking the breaking of the day. The longest duration of the day
begins to decrease, and the duration of the night begins to increase.

09. "Seed of God"
Zeta Macedonia, Macedonian Peninsula, Lug – Visoko, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian era
BC.

This ligature is taken from an amateur video of a random visitor to the Pyramid of
the Moon. The ligature is placed on a benchmark, turned in the direction of movement of
the "seed of God". The ligature reads: "LI – IL J'SNO". Translated into modern
Macedonian, it reads: "GOD ILI, BEAM, WITH YOUR RAYS CLEAR. Send a seed of
God."
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Fig. 35 Seed of God in the direction of movement from the Moon to the World Macedonia. The ligature
reads: "LI – IL J'SNO". The significance of this drawing-ligature is enormous. The concrete block on which
the Macedonian ligature is written survived for a minimum of 500,000 years. Vandals can destroy it in an
instant.

Which is older, the chicken or the egg? The answer to this question can be found at the site "Za
Nas", Nazca desert, Peru35.

10. "Madonia – Macedonia"
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian
era BC.
Indigenous people on the territory of Bosnia, since 500,000 years ago declared themselves
the SONS OF GOD. For several surrounding tribal communities outside the Macedonian
Peninsula it was a DREAM to be named after them. With the application of science and
technology from this region, their tendency was to plunder the cultural and material goods
acquired by Mother Donia, the low soil along the river DON – Bosnia. It is the Donor Mother,
Maria, Madona, Madomnia, Mistress, spread along the rivers Don, Dun, Dunav, as VEINS (VENI)
throughout the World Macedonia, on five continents. The white Macedon people who lived along
the rivers-veins were called Veneti. Their symbol was the zigzag line, which symbolizes the river,
flowing with serpentines through the soil. (According to the term serpentine, the territory Serbia of
the white Macedon is named). The snake and the eel, as well as the constellation Dragon, have
such a movement. These symbols are actually symbols of the white people Macedon, its country
the Great Zeta Macedonia and the World Macedonia.
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Nazca Peru, p. 71
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Fig. 36 Madona is written on the artifact.

According to this artefact, we come to the conclusion that the continuity of cultural development
has been maintained to this day. After two thousand years of slavery, displacement and
destruction there is hope. Hope is located in the pyramids, which radiate energy for the stability
of the spirit and soul, which affects the unification of the people of the Macedonian Peninsula.

11. "Macedonian Faith"
Zeta Macedonia, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years Macedonian era
BC.
Fragment of ceramics with drawn symbols. This ceramic fragment reveals the
Macedonian faith in the sun god ILIJA.

Fig. Fragment of a ceramic vessel. High – Lug, Bosnia.
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The zigzag line symbolizes the sunrays and the sun, it symbolizes the Don River, a symbol
of Macedonia. The four oblique lines at an angle symbolize the four seasons with the axis of the
World Macedonia and the three vertical lines, which symbolize the holy trinity between Father
Sun Ilija, Mother Macedonia and son Macedon.
The Macedonian Monotheistic Faith Reincarnation survives to this day through the
Christian polytheistic religion. The Romans and western Zeta Macedonia Europe, unable to
invent their own religion, are associated with the traditions of the Macedonian faith. To be
something different, they change their personal nouns, direct their prayers in the wrong direction,
use the wrong dates, invent the devil, invent St. John, who is a symbol for renaming the
Macedonian personal names, territories, toponyms, go so far as to change the son of God
grouped as a PEOPLE, in exchange for a Semitic Arab tribal community, which is the peak of the
reversal of the factual situation..

12. "The term Zeta Macedonia Divine and Fojnicka River"
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Macedonian Peninsula, Visoko – Lug, Bosnia, 32,000 years ago
Macedonian era BC
The term Macedonia is not accidentally written without the letter "J", it is due to the fact
arising from the deciphered texts, found on five continents, in which the noun Macedonia can be
read without the letter "J". In the Macedonian tradition, "ZET" represents the bride's husband.
However, the term "ZET" – "DZET" has its roots several millennia back. (The letter "Z" (“З”) is
part of the Macedonian alphabet. The Macedonian language also has the letter “DZ” ("Ѕ") which
is often confused with the letter "Z”).
The primordial faith of the Macedonian people as children of the Sun God ILI and Planet
Marija, Madona, the Mother of God, Madomnia, MIstress, the World Macedonia, consists of the
personification of the word of God. The son is named Ilion after the father and Macedon after
the mother. According to the primordial Macedonian faith, the Owl (Ut – Buf36) announces the
death of the night by flying after midnight, until sunrise. The rooster is a symbol of St. Peter and
sings its song KI KUR IKA. The rooster does not whine, it proudly announces, from the highest
place in the yard, the sun with the first fertilizing ray, as a male principle.
On December XXII, the longest night dies, the old sun, personified by "Tesht – testicles,
Tast – tashaklija”. That is last year's Zet, who successfully or unsuccessfully fertilized his Bride,
who is the personification of arable land. After three days of sunshine, on XXV December, with
the arrival of the first sunray, which represents the Divine Spirit Macedon, R'S, Ris, Risto,
Macedon is born, the growing duration of the day (it reincarnates, the day increases). It is the
sun, born of the World Marija – Madona, called the Young Zet, Dzet, Dzjed, Djed, Djete or Little
DIV. (Hence the name of the toponym MalDIVi – the young God). In present-day America it is
called "Atlas".
On March XXI, at the top of the mountains and the pyramids, Risto is nominated for a new
Zet. By this act the proclamation of the new divinated Zet as ruler Mister, Lord, God with
temporary residence on the planet, and will receive the new name IS, Isus.
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On the Owl read on p. 73.
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The divinated Zet Isus, again on the tops of the mountains and the pyramids, will receive
the divine knowledge in the form of the divine SOUL. With the received word of God, which is
the total divine knowledge, he will rule over his people and over all the joined tribal groups. Due
to his title ZET, he will fertilize his bride Makedonka, and thus symbolically fertilize the territory
in which he rules. According to this act, she is called ZETA MACEDONIA.

Fig. 38 Deciphered name of the state at the time of the construction of the pyramids in Lug – Visoko, Bosnia, Fig. 18.

A thought arises as a question. If the Macedonian people all over the planet could shape
existing mountains, or build artificial mountains, in the form of pyramids, the question arises:
Why could not they move the mountains, make new river flows and shape the river flow as
desired, like a hidden message?

Fig. 39 The river flow of the Fojnica River forms a coil. Fojnica divides the sanctuary LUG into two parts,
to holy – Divine, personified with the Pyramid of the Sun and worldly – planetary, personified with the
Pyramids of the Moon, the Pyramid of the World Macedonia and its sons, the Pyramid of the Spring IS –
Isus and the Pyramid of Ris – Risto. This division forms the coil on which the noun Macedonia can be
read.
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Such hidden messages are found in the universe and the layout of the constellations.
These messages were written by – mother Paraskeva – Elena, mother of the universe, for the
common man to understand that he is powerless to give birth to new stars, and thus powerless
to change the names of his Mother and his territories.
To respect and remind him of the belonging to his Macedonian race. To respect and
glorify his God ILIJA. Not to hide facts, not to twist the faith by making new religions, not to twist
the one world language Macedonian, because everything is written in the universe and in the
past with the Blossom alphabet (Cyrillic and Latin), the Spring digits (Roman and Arabic) and
the 7/8 musical beat. The Macedonians left such ligatures in the form of a Snake or an Eel on
five continents. The cult of the snake is known in Macedonia and the Macedonian Peninsula.
The snake with its movement writes the name Macedonia. Cosmologists have discovered
that the universe is expanding. Why? This is so, because of the alienated Macedonians with
their sins, their souls do not reincarnate, they wander in Hell Universe, burning in cold and heat.

Fig. 40 Left, from the Macedonian cult of the snake, a symbol of Macedonia. The female figure is
"Macedonia" before the advent of Christianity 1600 years Mac. era, island of Crete. Middle, female figure
with a single breast, a symbol of a unique Macedonia, Macedon Canyon (Horseshoe Canyon, Utah USA).
Right, megalithic walls built by the Macedonians 500,000 years ago with the symbol of Macedonia the
snake, today called Egypt and Peru.

13. WHO, WHEN, HOW AND WHY BUILD THE PYRAMIDS
Let us make a summary in the end. In fact, everything that has been seen and written
provides the answer to the questions WHO, WHEN, HOW and WHY build the pyramids, in the
location of Visoko – Lug Bosnia, and around the World Macedonia..
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14. WHO built the pyramids?
The pyramids were built by the divine people, the Macedonians, with the divinated chosen
individuals Zet and Bride Tesht and Teshta. Let us believe in science. The oldest material
evidence with a phonetic script dates back to 500,000 years ago. This ligature reads "'M' DZI ILI,
S'L ZTA", Fig. 90. The name of the state of Macedonia is written here, as an abbreviation due to
the small space. The name of the god ILI the title of the ruler ZET. According to this text as
written evidence, the age of Macedonian literacy dates back to 500,000 years ago. This
reference also compares who and when built the pyramids.

15. WHEN were the pyramids built?
The pyramids began to be built throughout the World Macedonia at least 500,000 years
ago, in certain periods of time intensively or slowly, due to the weather conditions.
16. HOW were the pyramids built?
The pyramids were built with the mind, in a certain spiritual state, by divinated individuals,
using lightning as a means of processing and transferring material, in a certain period of the year.
Additional energy was drawn from the 7/8 beat, with instruments, work, song and good thought
with faith in Reincarnation.
17. WHY were pyramids built?
According to the database of deciphered texts published in the book “Zeta Macedonia” and
the site zetamacedonia.com, we can conclude as follows. Based on the artefacts and the
Macedonian ligatures, which have been deciphered, this is the first MONOTHEISTIC FAITH AND
BELIEF in: The only mother of the universe PARASKEVA, the only MOTHER WORLD
MACEDONIA, the only GOD, FATHER SUN ILIJA and the only son MISTER, LORD MACEDON.
It is the Faith of Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. It is the Faith of Reincarnation in heaven
and hell. It is the Faith in the bird OWL (UT), the bird Rooster and the bird Phoenix. It is faith in
the eagle king of heaven, the lion as king of the earth and the horse and bull, as the fertilizing
power of the Sun God Ilija.
According to all this belief, a cosmic order had to be made. The existing celestial body
should have a circular motion around its axis, with a certain inclination towards the twelve
constellations, with its own orbit around the Sun God and the duration of the cosmic year of
25,776 years. Mountains and pyramids, as energy capacitors, controlled by one mind and one
center, with their energy create the order that is maintained to this day. This order of four annual
periods for a certain period and spring as the beginning of everything, was created by the White
Macedon, the Macedonian DON, DION, DIONIS.
In a word, THE PYRAMIDS WERE BUILT AS THE FIRST COMPUTER FOR CREATING A
COSMIC CLOCK, REFLECTED IN THE MIND AND BODY OF MACEDON. With the help of the
energy from the mountains and the pyramids, and for the needs of the Macedon, the Moon was
adopted as a lunar calendar. The mountains and the pyramids reinforce the living nature IS,
which serves only the needs of Macedon – the Macedonians. Macedonians live only for the glory
of their God Father Sun Ilija and Mother World Macedonia.
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SUPPLEMENT
Due to the large number of deciphered documents, as the most reliable facts that testify and
have historical value, a smaller number were selected, from Macedonia and the World
Macedonia. The method of comparison with Macedonian artefacts from other localities is applied.

MACEDONIA, MACEDONIAN ERA
18. The first forms of information transmission, throughout the Macedonian historical
time, Magnetism from 800,000 years ago and Macedonism from 800,000 – 500,000 years
ago until today.37
The ordinary world, as well as the scientific workers, should not be conservative, trapped in
cabinet, vague terms, with relative dating. There is no invented category of prehistory (before
history, when there is no record), proto history (initial history), ancient culture (some old culture),
ancient period, ancient people, classics, classical antiquity, classical era, ancient non-existent
Greek culture, etc.
There is only the reality of past time, past years, each year with 365 days or nights in the
four annual periods, of three months each. Time is intertwined with Magnetism and Macedonism,
these forms of records contain the power of attraction and repulsion. Magnetism is a secret
record, and Macedonism is a public record with the Macedonian Blossom alphabet.
They attract and repel. Magnetism is a record of any matter exposed to the sunrays.
Magnetism is light. The second system of writing history is Macedonism, which consists of light,
the soul – knowledge and the divine sprout – the Macedon spirit of the divinated Macedonian.
Macedonians secretly wrote their culture in the form of drawing-ligature symbols, with the
Blossom alphabets (Latin, secret and Cyrillic, public). You’d probably wonder what time was
that? It is the rectilinear time of the oblique sunray Cosmos, it is the light of the Sun God,
concentrated in the magnetism of attracting and repelling any matter.
In this case the lightning “DZ” (“Ѕ”)
occurs, the sprout, the masculine principle of the
Sun God called DZE – Dzeus. Lightning, the masculine principle, the gaze "Ѕ" – (ze), will hit the
World Macedonia with great speed and will fertilize it. Thus the brothers Magnet and Macedon,
later named Dionysus and Hermes, Silen and Satyr, Kokopeli and Kurtish, St. Nicholas and
Santa Claus were born.
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Quote from an unpublished book "Zeta Macedonia Native, Macedonian Canyon and Macedonia Cave, Utah USA.
Retrieved 28.09.2021.
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Fig. 41 Schematic representation of Magnetism and Macedonism. Engraved inscription in Utah USA,
"Macedon, Macedonia.”
Fig. 42 Southern constellation Capricorn, born of the great Mother Elena, mother of universe.

One of the ways of representing the light "Ѕ" – "SE” is with a billy-goat. Records in the form
of drawings and drawing-ligatures of a billy-goat (Fig. 91) are found on five continents. The Great
Mother of the universe, Elena, will immortalize the billy-goat with the untouchable record in
universe. That is the constellation Capricorn.
The billy-goat for the Macedonians is the materialization of the super matter light, and the
light is the divine spirit Macedon. It is a celestial being, an angel, the embodiment of beauty,
goodness, courage and bravery. Symbol of strength, disobedience and freedom. Light IL – the
billy-goat is a deity SE called PAN (full, P'N). Every year on December 25, in the time of the
constellation Capricorn, a new light is born, the young Sun. A new day is born, and it increases
while the night decreases. The Young Sun and the new day from December 25 onwards that is
rising is called GROWTH OF THE DAY or R'ST, Ristos, Risto.

19 "Macedonian Blossom script"
The script and language are created in accordance with nature, they are a natural
phenomenon, they are a memory of nature, and the script itself is a visual representation of
speech. As the researcher Odisej Belchevski says in an interview, language is "directly created
by the concept of understanding nature. It is an ingenious, grandiose concept created by
nature.“38 The starting point of the general linguistic thinking of the Italian philosopher Benedito
Croce is in human cognition, where he distinguishes intuitive from logical cognition. According to
him, logical cognition is achieved through intelligence, followed by obtaining a concept, and
intuitive knowledge is acquired through imagination, whereby an image is obtained."39
If speech originated from nature, from natural phenomena, then the form of the letters also
derives from nature itself, from the Sun and the sunrays, and from the physical and geometric
38
39

Odisej Belchevski - Interview Bitola 2007 by VojnikMs http://www.erepublik.com/en/article/-1-1950914/1/20
Dimitar Pandev "GENERAL LINGUISTIC SUPPORT ON LANGUAGE AND CULTURE"
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laws. This undoubtedly points to the fact that the people who have seen all this, possess
intelligence and are aware to recognize the natural laws and phenomena and on that basis to
recognize and create signs for marking the voices, which have a HOLY character. They also
derive from the geometric symbols, which are an abstract representation of nature and are
explained below: point, line, cross, swastika, spiral, triangle, quadrilateral and pyramid. These
symbols are the basis of the sanctity of the Macedon кин and its faith, which have the property of
ligatures, geometric images and bodies, with a certain text and message. Those symbols are
divine words and numbers. The letters and the script are something sacred that illuminates,
enlightens, shines, beams, casts, fertilizes. They have spiritual power derived from the absolute
perfection of the laws of nature. It is one of the greatest benefits of civilization as a divine miracle
and a key factor in founding the great Zeta Macedonia. This divine gift is the main reason for the
rapid development of education and culture, as well as for the growth of Macedonia into one of
the countries with the oldest civilization. The original symbols create the first letters and numbers
as part of the first language of the world – Macedonian, which is "an ancient primordial
language, as evidenced by the fact that it contains all the natural laws. That protolanguage was a medium through which nature had to express itself."40 Ancient
Macedonian and today's modern language is like an echo of nature, with a mystical
linguistic content, whis is in harmony with the form. There is nothing in nature that is not
in the language, the script, the form of the letters. The letters merged into words and
expressed in texts, drawings and ligatures are usually placed in holy places, plains, rocky areas,
or in caves and mountains. Sanctuaries such as pyramids and cones, which had the function of
artificial mountains, were often built.
Every voice is marked by a single letter or a sunray, as the greatest reverence for the Sun
God ILI – ILE. The direction of reading is from right to left and vice versa and from top to
bottom and vice versa. The two ancient alphabets (Cyrillic and Latin) can rightly be called
MACEDONIAN BLOSSOM SCRIPTS, i.e. LETTERS OF SPRING, BECAUSE THE SUNRAY IS
THE DIVINE SPIRIT MACEDON AND AS A REASON AND STARTING POINT WHEN
FORMING THE LETTER IT GIVES IT A CHARACTER OF A BLOSSOM OR SOMETHING
THAT bears a FRUIT, I.E. WORD. The first Macedonian alphabet contained 21 letters. From the
very beginning of the creation of the alphabet, the letters were in the form of sunrays41, rays
descending from the Sun to the earth, rays like the divine spirit represented by sacred letters and
digits, in the shape of a sunray, an arrow, a spacecraft descending from the sky at a certain
angle. The angle of the written letters shows us the position of the Sun itself during the day. The
letters in the shape of the sunrays served as arrows and pointers for making sundials and
instruments for moving on sea and land. The Macedonian digits from one to eight are formed on
the same principle. Nine symbolizes the universe, and the zero as a unifier represents the Sun
itself.
Namely, two alphabets ("public" and "secret") were in use in Macedonia, from the basis of
which, аll later scripts emerged as derivatives.

Contemporary Macedonian alphabet

Odisej Belshevski – Interview http://www.erepublik.com/en/article/-1-1950914/1/20, retrieved on 28.04.2015.
Deciphered text: "Tale of time" Bilzlingsleben, Germany, 400,000 years ago. p. 185; "The Throne of divine Kokina"
Kokino Observatory, Macedonia, 400,000 - 12,000 years Maced era BC. p. 83; "Winter Celebrations" Krapina, Croatia
130,000 years Maced era BC p. 143; "Macedonian Spirit" La Ferrassie, France 70,000 - 50,000 years Maced era BC
p.249; "Mammoth Cottage" Ural Mountains, Russia, 40,000 years Maced era BC p. 257.
40
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Fig. 43 Macedonian alphabet, according to deciphered texts from monuments of literacy with an elapsed time period of
400,000 years ago by Branko Sotirovski
Legend:

13. Altamira Cave, Zeta Macedonia Pyrenees, today socalled Spain, 14,800-14,400 years ago Maced. era BC
01. Place Pashkulj, Engraving from the village of Krilatica, 14. Rouffignac Cave, Zeta Macedonia Nania, today soKratovo, Macedonia, 32,000 years Maced. era BC
called France), 14,000-13,000 years Maced. era BC
02. Place Chaska, Veles, Macedonia, 8,000 years Maced. 15. PECH-MERLE Cave, Zeta Macedonia Nania, today
era BC
the so-called France, 13,000-11,000 years Maced. era BC
03. Site "Cerje", Govrlevo, Skopje, Macedonia, 6,000
16. Patne – India, Zeta Macedonia Uprising,
years Maced. era BC (Vasil Iljov)
Southeast Asia, 130,000-40,000 years ago Maced. era BC
04. Locality "Crna Loma" or "Ilina Gora" Osincani,
17. Zeta Macedonia Uprising, Central Asia (present-day
Skopje region, 9,000-1,100 years ago (Vasil Iljov)
China), 130,000-40,000 years ago Maced. era BC
05. Locality Pilovo, v. Burilchevo, Kocani region of
18. Tell es-Sawwan, Zeta Macedonia Interstream,
Macedonia, 3,500 – 2,000 years ago Maced. era BC
present-day Iraq, 6,000 years ago Maced. era BC
06. Bolovan Necropolis, Bogdanci, Macedonia,
19. Khao Pla Ra, Zeta Macedonia Uprising, present-day
900 – 600 years ago
Thailand, 3,000 years ago Maced. era BC
07. Epitaph of the poet Dimo Rijdil from the island of
20. Site GOLDEN HILL (Altyn-Depe), Turkmenistan 3,000
Lemno, Aegean Macedonia, 700 years ago Maced. era
– 2,000 years ago Maced. era BC
BC (Vasil Iljov)
21. Lene Hara Cave, Zeta Macedonia Sunray, present08. Ravenija, Aegean Macedonia 6,500-3,000 years ago
day Indonesia, 6,000-2,000 years ago Maced. era BC
Maced. era BC
22. Nazca Lines, Zeta Macedonia Overseas Southern
09. Lepenski Vir, Zeta Madonia, Macedonian Peninsula
Bloom, present-day Peru, 100,000-70,000 years ago
(present-day Serbia), 5,300-4,800 years ago Maced. era
Maced. era BC
BC.
23. Zeta Macedonia Overseas BLOOM, present-day
10. Pavlov, Zeta Madonia, today's so-called Czech
Colorado, USA 14,500-7,000 years ago Maced. era BC
Republic, 29,000-25,000 years ago Maced. era BC
24. Blombos, South Africa, 75,000 years ago Mac. era BC
11. Val Camonica area, Zeta Macedonia ILINA, today so- 25. Zeta Macedonia AR of MA, present-day Egypt, I
called Italy, 6,000 years ago Maced. era BC
dynasty 2.925 years ago Maced. era BC.
12. Zeta Macedonia Spring Wind, today's so-called
26. Kakadu National Park, Australia, 20,000-6,000 years
Denmark, 2,100-900 years ago Maced. era BC.
ago Maced. era BC.
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"According to the deciphered linguistic material, so far 35 letters from the ancient
Macedonian "public alphabet" have been recognized, and until the 13th century AD in the
Macedonian language nouns and other noun words performed their syntactic function in the
sentence through case suffixes, and in the Macedonian language there were seven cases
for singular, plural, and dual.
It can be argued that the two ancient Macedonian alphabets ("public" and "secret")
existed in parallel, as inscriptions are registered on several artefacts (seals, clay tablets,
etc.) with the simultaneous use of both historical Macedonian alphabets.42. Both alphabets
have quite a lot in common. Of great importance is Herodotus' statement that the Greeks in
Thessaly did not have a script until they were conquered by Cadmus, son of Phoenic,
grandson of Agenor, who had previously founded Lychnidos, present-day Ohrid and
imposed the script on them. Since we have already had a fonetic script on the Macedonian
Peninsula (Balkans) in Osinchani, Lepenski Vir and Govrlevo ever since 7,000 – 6,000 years
ago Macedonian era BC we believe that the Macedonians have a culture that is thousands
of years before the so-called Hellenic one, which is actually Macedonian.43
"Deciphering several inscriptions, records or texts enables filling of many gaps in the
ancient history of the Macedonian people and its social formation from the history of the
Stone Age, and the acquired linguistic information in the field of syntactic, semantic and
usage value of the language, treated as a system of related languages in an already
previously differentiated and elaborated system of graphemes and phonemes, allows us to
overcome some misconceptions, inaccuracies or wrong views in science regarding the
problem of the so-called written signs in the so-called prehistoric cultures, i.e. in the era of
the functioning of the phonetic alphabet, which enables us to decipher and get acquainted
with the fixed articulated speech of our ancestors."44
The terms formed by the Western science "league" and blindly accepted by domestic
experts, such as: "Old Macedonian language" have no meaning in this book and are not
used, and the use by the scientific "league" of the terms "Old Slavic language", "Old
Bulgarian language", "Ancient Greek language, alphabet", etc. can not be accepted by
common sense. Namely, the Macedonian language is ONE, counted from today backwards,
in a time period of at least 500,000 years. For millennia it was developed by its own experts,
alienated Macedonians, with a tendency to alter and destroy the ancient primordial root,
forming modern languages throughout the territory of the Great Zeta Macedonia. These
scholars are descendants of the same people spread across five continents, renamed with
other names of fictional tribes to fight against their own people and true identity. In this
presentation, the term "Old Macedonian language" has been replaced by: "MACEDONIAN
PRIMORDIAL LANGUAGE". As for the terms "Old Slavic, Old Bulgarian, Ancient Greek"
etc., they lose their meaning in every sense, because in the time period before those terms
were invented, the term MACEDONIAN existed.

Vasil Iljov "History of Macedonia" – part 1 (web site http://www.makedonijaese.com/storia2.htm), retrieved at
28.04.2015.
43 Oral consultation with the reviewer ML.
44 Source: http://www.makedonijaese.com/storia2.htm, retrieved at 28.04.2015.
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20. "The ceramic stamp from Cerje"
Govrlevo, near Skopje, Republic of Macedonia, 7,000 – 6,000 years ago Macedonian era
BC
The ceramic stamp from Cerje near Govrlevo near Skopje was found in 1981. It is an
irrefutable proof of the time period of Zeta Macedonia from 7,000 – 6,000 years ago
Macedonian era BC.

Fig. 44 Ceramic stamp from Govrlevo Macedonia, 7,000 – 6,000 years ago Macedonian era BC.

It is a proof of the existence of scripture, science, art, religion, law, order and order – a
social state governance. It is a proof of the use of two alphabets, today called CYRILLIC
AND LATIN. These are the public Macedonian BLOSSOM alphabets (Cyrillic) and the secret
Macedonian BLOSSOM alphabet (Latin).
The ceramic stamp written in Macedonian public and secret alphabet, from right to left
and top down, transcribed in modern Macedonian reads: "S'L S BO S'M" – "SAL SO
BOGA SUM" or "SAL SO BOGA SAM".45

21. "Flight of the Owl" Republic of Macedonia.
The plaque is a coincidence, but with great significance for the Macedonian art,
literacy and faith. These values have their roots 500,000 years ago to date. Every
Macedonian can be proud of such written evidence. The script is Blossom – Cyrillic. It is
written from left to right and from bottom to top, in two rows. The rows are cut by a vertical
line from the noun UT. Thus the text is divided into four parts, symbolizing the four seasons.
The vertical line symbolizes the aspiration of the Macedonian people, after death, to ascend
to the divine heights of the Sun God and Mother Elena, Paraskeva, Universe Macedonia.
The author stimulates this natural phenomenon with the saying "L'T", meaning fly,
referring to the young sun ILIA. The Macedonian people call it "R'S", growth of the duration
of the day, personified by RIS, Risto.

45 Processing

and transcription Vasil Iljov http://www.makedonijaese.com/storia2.htm, retrieved on 04.05.2015.
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Fig. 45 The ceramic tile from left to right and from top to bottom says: “LIT UT, 21, L'T ILIA." Transcribed into
modern Macedonian, it reads: "FLY OWL FROM 21 december, and in the morning SUN ILIA will fly".

The ceramic tile from left to right and from top to bottom says: "LIT UT,. 21, L'T ILIA."
Transcribed in modern Macedonian, it reads: "FLY OWL FROM 21 DECEMBER 21, and in
the morning SUN ILIA will fly."
Similar inscriptions, with Macedonian letters, numbers and language, indicating the
Macedonian monotheistic religion Reincarnation, have been found throughout the world of
Macedonia.

22. "Kreskaj se"
Ilina Gora, Upper Sanctuary, Osinchani, near Skopje, Macedonia46, 7,000 – 6,000 years ago
Macedonian era BC
With the Macedonian BLOSSOM script and the Macedonian language of the SUN it is
written: "KRESHT SE SI U L'T S'L S ILJU" meaning "KRESKAJ SE SI IN FLIGHT ONLY
WITH THE SUN". Ilina Gora, Upper Sanctuary, Osinchani near Skopje.
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Drawing by Branko Sotirovski, photo and deciphering by Vasil Iljov. http://www.makedonijaese.com/storia2.htm.
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Fig. 46

The inscription is a cultural monument of the Macedonian people and is a testimony to
the funeral ceremonies, the path of the body and the soul to the Sun. With the help of fire as
a symbol of the Sun and flames, as a symbol of the sunrays, the souls sail to the Sun for
purification, and through the rays with the help of God's lightning, are transferred to the
center of the spiral, where they multiply – resurrect, process called "KRESHT" , in paradise
as the divine spirit Macedon. The divine spirit Macedon, entered in the UNIVERSE with the
help of divine lightning DZE and the deer, as a symbol of the sunrays, with the help of "azil'k"
(gaze through the rainbow), arrives in Macedonia – paradise precisely as a sunray, cosmic
dust, dew or fertilization.
The word "KRESHT" also means "RISEN". The Lord – God Macedonian placed on a
pyre sails towards the Sun, but in order to be resurrected. This inscription indicates a ritual of
resurrection, rebirth, and reincarnation.

23. "Kokino" Observatory, R. Macedonia.
Macedonian civilization with a minimum age of 500,000 on five continents.
Kokino is a lunar solar observatory located in the municipality of Staro Nagorichane,
Kumanovo. It is located on the top of "Tatikjev Kamen", at an altitude of 1,030 meters. There
are numerous inscriptions, one written on the prayer chair with the words "Ooo IL". Such
inscriptions are found all over the World Macedonia.
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Fig. 47 The inscription in the KOKINO observatory in R. Macedonia is identical to the inscription in
Lug – Visoko and Vermont USA.

24. "Seal – The Eye of God"
Ravenija, Aegean Macedonia, 6,500 – 3,000 years ago Macedonian era BC. Today it is part
of a fictional state created in 1832 called Greece.

Fig. 48 Seal47.

"The seal says: 'WITH ILI I SEE SAINT MADONA". The seal is a symbol of power,
which approves or prohibits. Behind the seal stands the ruler, the Zet and the deity on the
earth, and behind the ruler stands science, faith and the military.
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Пιεριδων Στεφανος: Πυδνα, Μεθωνη και οι αρχαιοτηιες της βορειας Πιεριας Ματθαιος Μπεσιs Αρχαιολογος p. 46.
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Fig. 49 The Two Pyramids and the Great Mother of the Resurrection.

25. "Cave near Sitovo"
Zeta Macedonia Piraeus cave near Sitovo, near Plovdiv (present-day Bulgaria), 4,500 years
ago Macedonian era BC.

Fig. 50 Analysis.

It is read from right to left. This inscription unequivocally points to the Macedonian
alphabet Blossom (Cyrillic), the Macedonian faith of Reincarnation, with the help of the Owl,
which takes the soul of the deceased, the old tesht (the longest duration of the night) and
announces the new life, the new day with the sunrise of The Little Div. This is the day when
the shortest duration of the day begins to increase.
"AND THE TESHT ALSO FOUND US, AND IN THIS FLIGHT, HORRORS
HAPPENED TO HIM AND THERE ARE PSALMS IN THE HOUSE. AND YOU ARE A
GUEST OF THE OWL GO WITH IT. (It can also be transcribed as DREAM)".48
26. "Sunrise"
Zeta Macedonia Divine, Bosnia. 500.000 – 34.000 years ago Macedonian era BC
Stechci are megaliths. Several thousand are registered in the divine territory Bosnia
and Herzegovina. There are smaller ones of a ton and bigger up to fifteen tons. They have
the shape of a square house, but they also have the shape of a vertical slab. In addition to
the various motifs on the numerous stechci on these two megaliths, there is also the carved
out sunrise, Fig. 29 The vertical slate has several meanings. One of the meanings is the

48

Processing and transcription by Vasil Iljov http://www.unet.com.mk/ancient-macedonians/sitivo.htm
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stylization of two pyramids. These two pyramids represent the circulation of energy from the
pyramid of the rising sun to Planet Macedonia and vice versa. The energy from the sun
arrives like a seed of God, which enters the pyramid of the Planet Macedonia from the
horizon.

Fig. 51 and 52 Figure left, Stachak of two pyramids, two sunrises. Figure right, Mother House of
Mother of God, Madomnia.

The three points of the upper sunrise represent the holy trinity: the Father Sun Ilija, the
Mother Planet Macedonia and the son the divinated Macedon. We have the same trinity in
the lower part. These are two trinities, sacred and worldly. This schematic representation of
energy indicates the following. The Macedonians knew how to catch the power of the Sun
God Ilija. With that energy, something like a laser or lightning, they processed the stone
blocks and transported them.
The image on the right represents the Mother House MADOMNIJA, the World
Macedonia. She is the Mother of God, the mother of the new day RIS – Risto and IS – Isus.
The house is MA-DOMNIA, it is a home where children are made, born and cared for.

27 “The Seven Fossil Teeth”49
Zeta Macedonia during the reign of IK’T ZET, Macedonian Peninsula, Vindija Cave (presentday Croatia), 32,000 years ago Macedonian era BC.
Vindija Cave – Croatia is located 55 km north of Zagreb, 20 km from Varazhdin in a
semi-mountainous area. The cave is located in limestone with dimensions 50 m X 28 m and
height 10 m. In 2010, a work was published of a group of researchers led by D. Fryer from
the Institute of Anthropology at the University of Kansas The Seven Tooths of Vindija,
Croatia, representing a masterpiece made by man from 32,000 years ago. Made with

Taken from the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 literacy, Macedonian civilization on five continents, a tradition
to this day“, p. 145
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microscopic precision, they are messaging instruments, navigation aids, angle calculators, a
kind of calendar, a micro-observatory, a record of faith.

Fig. 53 Measuring instrument. Energy circulation of divine power, from the Sun through the double
eye to the earth and vice versa. All photos and part of the research are taken from „Right handed
Neandertals: Vindija and beyond“- David W. Frayer1, 2, Ivana Fiore2, Carles Lalueza-Fox3, Jakov
Radovčić4 & Luca Bondioli2 – Journal of Anthropological Sciences Vol. 88 (2010), pp. 113-127

A fossil tooth, with blossom script and a Macedonian ancient-primordial text, refers to
the fruits of a year in Macedonia Zeta, at the time of IK’T Zet 32,000 years ago Macedonian
era BC. The text is written with incredible micron accuracy. The eye of the God ILI and the
Lords – Macedonian Rulers is shown on the upper part of the tooth. It is the oblique line of
the gaze of the Sun and the Cosmos.
With the help of the eye of the Master – Lord Macedonian and the auxiliary mirrors,
lines are formed, which determine the position of the line IL. This micro-diagram represents
an observatory, which determines the beginning of spring and the equinox. A similar pattern
of triangles, resembling pyramids with mirrors, as a symbol of the three deities and a symbol
of the spring equinox on March 21, is found in the Triangle Cave, Zeta Macedonia Nania
(present-day France).), Grotte du Triangle.50
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Deciphered inscription "Triangle Cave", Zeta Macedonia Nania, (today's France), Grotte du Triangle 18.000 11.000 years ago Macedonian era BC, p. 204.
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Fig. 54 The tooth reads. "MACEDONIA ZETA and OUR IK’T ZET".

28. "Conical vessel".
Zeta Macedonia Vuchedol near Vukovar, (present-day Croatia) 3,080 – 2,450 Macedonian
era before the advent of Christianity.
The continuity of Macedonianism was never interrupted, it survives to this day.
Unfortunately for certain tribal groups it will never ever end. A vesssel with two cones forms
a center line. The line divides the form into two parts. The line is a horizon, symbolizing the
infinite time of our planet and space. It is the path of light through time and space. Circles
are drawn or engraved on the line itself. These ideograms represent the sunrise, the seed of
God, the eye of God and the eye of the Lord, the Lords, God, with a temporary abode in
World Macedonia. Both cones are a stylization of two pyramids. They are a pyramid of the
Sun God ILI a pyramid of the Planet Macedonia. They are connected with the beginning of
the dawn, they are connected with the WHITE DAY, or "is-day '1' = eden, edin, odin, the
only, THE WHITE SON Macedon. From this analysis we came to the holy trinity between
God the Father Sun Ilija, mother Planet Macedonia and the son the Divine Macedon, by
circling of the energy.
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Fig. 55 Conical vessel with nine sunrises.
The symbol cross indicates the letter "T". The cross from the Macedonian Spring figures has
a value of 10. The three suns read: IN THE DAWNS OF MARCH 21, FATHER SUN ILIJA
WILL FERTILIZE Planet Macedonia.

ZETA MACEDONIA EUROPE
29. Zeta Macedonia Pyrenees, present-day Spain.

Fig. 56 "Lug" Zeta Macedonia Pyrenees, Spain.
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Fig. 57 "Our soul" Zeta Macedonia Pyrenees, Spain. "N'SHU D'SHU" = OUR SOUL.

30. Zeta Macedonia Nania (present-day), Grotte du Cosquer Midi 27.000 – 19.000 years.51
Analysts from Western Europe study the Stone Age drawings only in the field of artistic
expression, selecting and comparing them. They use a lot of energy by acting recklessly,
with a lack of reason, in the inability to recognize letters in the drawings. The written word,
usually in the form of a ligature, reveals their fallacy that they are most called upon to
express their wrong opinion.
All drawings from the Stone Age in present-day France are drawing ligatures. These
are hidden messages of the Macedonians from that period. The messages are written in
Blossom (Cyrillic) and in Macedonian. The written text on this horse reads: "ILIA AT SI S'L,
S’ DZ'DZ MI J'S ЅI".
In modern Macedonian it reads: "ILIA YOU ARE AT HORSE, WITH SWINGING –
SWAYING WE CLEARLY SEE SUNRISE". And in this case, according to the read text, we
see that the drawn horse represents a trot – a swing, a slow but strong, like the strength of a
horse – of the dawn, the appearance of the sun. The horse AT represents the personification
of the Sun God IL. The text is written with Macedonian Blossom letters, personification of the
sunrays, they descend from the sun together with the horse At.
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Taken from: http://www.rupestre.net/tracce/?p=2812
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Fig. 58 Horses of Grotte Chauvet and horses of Late Solutrean and Early Magdalenian: Grotte
Chauvet: Chauvet et al. 1995, Fig. 51; Grotte Cosquer: Clottes & Courtin 1995, Fig. 61; Lascaux:
Bataille 1955, 10

31. "Macedonian sun, sounds with the mind"52
Zeta Macedonia Island, Roj-k’shti – Yorkshire, UK53. 11,000 years.
A thin engraved stone was found during an excavation at the Early Mesolithic site at
Star Carr in North Yorkshire by a team of archaeologists from the Universities of York,
Manchester and Chester in 2015.

52
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Retreived from 31.01.2018 from the website zetamacedonia.com
https://www.yorkshiremuseum.org.uk/collections/collections-highlights/star-carr-pendant/
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Fig. 59, 60, 61, 62. A team of archaeologists from the universities of York, Manchester and Chester. Dr Chantal
Conneller (The University of Manchester), Tom Bell, Dr Keith Emerick (Historic England), Dr Barry Taylor
(University of Chester) and Professor Nicky Milner (University of York) with the 11,000 year old engraved shale
pendant discovered by archaeologists during excavations at the Early Mesolithic site at Star Carr in North
Yorkshire. Image taken at the Yorkshire Museum, York. Credit: Suzy Harrison.

According to the team, the stone contains a series of lines that archaeologists believe
may represent a tree, a map, a leaf, or even a mark.
Professor Nicki Milner, of the Department of Archeology in York, led the study. She
said: "We can only guess what the engravings mean. We can only imagine who owned it,
how they wore it and what the engravings actually meant to them."
Dr Chantal Conneller, of the University of Manchester and co-director of the
excavations, said: "This exciting discovery tells us about the art of the first permanent
settlers in Britain since the last ice age."
"These types of artifacts tell us about humans and, after all, that is what archeology is
all about," said Dr Barry Taylor, of the University of Chester and co-director of the
excavations.
Duncan Wilson, Chief Executive Officer of England History, said: "The results have
exceeded our expectations and will help rewrite the story of this long and complex but littleunderstood early prehistoric period."
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Natalie McCall, curator of archeology at the Yorkshire Museum, said: "Its remarkable
discovery changes the way we think about our ancestors who lived in Yorkshire 11,000
years ago and the rituals, beliefs and cultural values that were part of their lives.”
The research, which is part of a five-year project supported by the European Research
Council, is published in Internet Archeology and is supported by Historic England and the
Vale of Pickering Research Trust.
Engraved motifs on Mesolithic pendants are extremely rare in western Zeta Macedonia
Europe, while on the Macedonian Peninsula there are many made of wood, stone and
ceramics. This discovery in York, Manchester and Chester, is the earliest known Mesolithic
document with a phonetic alphabet in Britain. It is a model of Macedonian pendants, similar
to those found in Macedonia and the Macedonian Peninsula, which shows a close cultural
connection between the northern European indigenous Macedonian people.

Fig.63, 64.Stone slate with engraved Macedonian ligature, 11,000 years old, where the constellation Cross,
arable land and Macedonian faith in Reincarnation are recognized.

Obviously the team of archaeologists, doctors, professors and curators are not welltrained workers, all the credits to individuals who are ignored and challenged. The education
of "scientists" is closely linked to a particular political region. Education is a Macedonian
word divided into morphemes gives the following meaning: "ED" = abbreviation of ed (one),
"UKA" = learned knowledge, "TI" = personal pronoun and "ON" = he, a pronoun for god.
The "scientists" remained blind led by blind people. For them, the Stone Age is called
"praistory", meaning when there is no history, in fact that period is the history of the
Macedonian people, Macedonism, with a cultural development of 500,000 years continued
to this day, spread across all continents. They do not know the way of writing of the
Macedonians in the form of a ligature, they do not know their customs, religion, science,
script, language and melody, in a word they are insufficiently educated. The stone engraving
is 11,000 years old. It is an ornament with a small strap opening made of a thin plate, slate,
three millimeters thick X 31 mm X 35 m.m. The ornament was worn around the neck.
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Fig. 65 Deciphered text from a Macedonian ligature engraved on a stone, Zeta Makedonia Island (Britain).
The plaque reads: "DZ’NI UM. DZE SONCE SIESI. DZ S’L IT IS DZEDZI."
Transcribed in modern Macedonian language: “THE MIND SOUNDS. SEE THE SUN IT SHINES ALONE. LOOK
HOW IS – ISUS RUSHES, OBSERVED WITH A GAZE BY THE SUN."

According to what is written, the stone is a kind of amulet for the glory of a part of the
Macedonian faith Reincarnation, which refers to March 21, when the sun fertilizes the world
of Macedonia with a gaze. Symbols in the form of a Macedonian ligature are engraved on
this small space. The symbols are phonetic signs, which resemble the sunrays, they
represent a bird in flight, the constellation of the Great Cross, the arable land of the World
Macedonia and the circulation of energy. This stone ornament is made by indigenous people
with great tradition and culture and developed literacy. If anyone asks who those people
are? According to the inscription on this stone and many others we can conclude that the
engraving on the stone is made by indigenous Macedonian people. The stone reads: "DZ’NI
UM. DZE SONCE SIESI. DZ S’L IT IS DZEDZI."
Transcribed in modern Macedonian language: THE MIND SOUNDS. SEE THE SUN
IT SHINES ALONE. LOOK HOW IS – ISUS RUSHES, OBSERVED WITH A GAZE BY THE
SUN." In addition to the phonetic meaning, Macedon as a magician causes admiration, with
the representation of the circulation of energy, from the sun to the soil with six values, which
are spirit, soul, mind, light and IS – Isus from March 21, Fig. 66, 67.
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Fig. 66, 67 Circulation of energy

The created material energy IS, for which a large share, for the fertilization of the soil,
belongs to Macedon with his mind, work, song and good thought, is returned back to the sun
through the pyre and the pyramid of World Macedonia. We see such a representation of the
circulation of energy by the same Macedonian people, living in the center of the Macedonian
peninsula, on the ceramic block from Lug – Visoko, Bosnia. Fig. 9.
This drawing faithfully represents the constellation Cross, from where life energy
comes from the planet "Zhiva" cygnus X – 1. Fig. 47.

Meaning of the words:
DZ’NI (Ѕ’NI) = RING, DISPERSE, EXPANDES, ECHOES
Dzedzi (ЅЕЅИ) = OBSERVED

ZETA MACEDONIA UPRISING – ASIA

32. "The Sun God Il caresses you" Zeta Macedonia, present-day Turkey.
During the excavations in the ancient town of Tieon in the Chaykuma area of Zonguldak, Macedonian inscriptions were discovered. The excavations were carried out under the
lead of the Erezli Museum, with the permission of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism in the
city of Filios. The head of the research was the director of the Center for Archeology and the
University of Bartin, Doç. Dr. Şahin Yıldırım and a team of 30 people. Excavation of a temple
during Roman rule in the Acropolis of Philios led to the layers of foundations, which belong
to older buildings. According to the construction technique, these layers belong to the
seventh century Macedonian era before the advent of Christ. Habitats belonging to the
autochthonous Macedonian population appeared. A ceramic block with an inscription was
found in these layers. According to Dr. Şahin, the oldest inscription was found on the shores
of the Black Sea. According to Yildirim, the plaque reads: "Eies" or "Eges".
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Fig. 68

From our point of view and analysis of the inscription, through the Macedonian script,
alphabet and faith, we consider it to be much older. It has been determined that the
inscription belongs to the autochthonous Macedonian people in that area.
Read from right to left it says: "ELAG TSHSL LI" < = "IL LSSHT GALE". Transcribed in
modern Macedonian, it reads: "THE SUNRAYS IL THEY CARESS". On the shores of the
Black Sea in that area, the sunrays caress people all year round. The Macedonian proverb
"God loved you" is well known.
Retrieved from the site zetamacedonia.com 22.10.2021

33. Zeta Macedonia Gobekli Tepe
New Macedonian Empire (Byzantium), Present-day modern Turkey.
The Macedonian sanctuary Gobekli Tepe is one of the many sanctuaries from the
stone period of the glorious Macedonian era from 11,600 years ago. This era of continuity of
500,000 years lasts until today.
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Fig. 69 Göbekli Tepe Sanctuary, 11,600 The Interstream Territory of Zeta Macedonia,
New Macedonian Empire (Byzantium), Ottoman Empire – Macedonian Dynasty, Modern Turkey.

This is the era of the famous, word-conscious Macedonian people, renamed by quasiWestern scientists, stationed in their offices for the production of counterfeits. According to
the written evidence, with the BLOSSOM script (Cyrillic and Latin), the Slavic-Macedonian
language, the belief in the truth in the one Sun God ILI, mother Maria, Madona, the Mother
of God, World Macedonia, the divine son Macedon, i.e. with science and culture, it is safe to
say that the sanctuary of Göbekli Tepe was built by the indigenous MACEDONIAN people
on the territory of Zeta Macedonia. This territory from 1299 to 1922 or a total of 624 years,
was called the Ottoman Empire, after the Macedonian dynasty of the Komnenians (father
Ertogrul from the village of Sultan Qoj, present-day Leskoec (Ohrid region) and son
Ottoman), and called present-day Turkey from 1922.
The sanctuary of Göbekli Tepe is located six miles from Urfa, an ancient city in
present-day southeastern Turkey, and northern Mesopotamia (Slavic-Macedonian word
Meso = Between and Potamia = territory between two rivers, Interstream). It is assumed that
the sanctuary was built immediately after the end of the last ice age. But such icy periods are
repeated cyclically according to the cosmic year of 25,776. It is not known how many cycles
have passed since the construction of this sanctuary. It was abandoned under mysterious
circumstances about 9,000 years ago. The structures that make up Gobekli Tepe are
incredibly well preserved, and part of the reason for the exquisite state is due to the climate
of Zeta Macedonia, today's Turkey.
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Fig. 70 Map of Slavo-Macedonian localities in the Inter-Stream of Zeta Macedonia (Slavo-Macedonian word
Meso = Between and Potamia = Interstream).

The potential world discovery of Gobekli Tepe, in fact, first happened in the 1960ies,
but no one recognized its Slavic-Macedonian character and significance at that time. In fact,
it was mistaken for a "medieval cemetery."
But it was "rediscovered" in 1994 by German archaeologist Klaus Schmidt, when its
true significance, as well as its most striking features, came to light: age; size and quality of
construction. According to most archaeologists, this place was intended to be a religious
structure, although some also believe that it may have been a burial place. Therefore, this
makes Gobekli Tepe the oldest temple in the world. According to the latest deciphered texts,
we can say with certainty that Gobekli Tepe was built by Slavo-Macedonians from the period
of the Great Zeta Macedonia. Many of the stones that make up the temples of Gobekli Tepe
have significant scientific, religious and artistic value. Most of the central pillars are
decorated with drawings of animals, and some of them have intricate animal statues carved
directly on the surface of the pillar. The same symbols, the same technology of production, a
belief in Reincarnation, the same script and language, prove the time frame of creation of a
people living in Peru, as well as on other continents. These values correspond to the
pyramids in Lug – Visoko Bosnia.
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Fig. 71 Left, Siljustani Peru. Right, Gobekli Tepe Zeta Macedonia, today's Turkey. The technique of making is the
same, the symbols are Macedonian, the language is Macedonian, the script is Macedonian.

Fig. 72 (Photo by Irmgard Wagner, copyright DAI).
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Archaeologist Hodder was fascinated by the fact that the carvings on the pillars were
dominated by drawings of game, but also dominated by drawings of more terrifying animals
such as: lions; snakes, spiders and scorpions. These animals represent the personification
of the deity ILI, with its features. All found animals are symbols of the Macedonian people.
Over 100,000 bone fragments were found in this sanctuary, of which as much as 60%
of the total number are bones of gazelles, but also bones of other game species such as:
pigs, sheep and red deer, various species of birds (including vultures, ducks and geese).
The most impressive find from the site is a small plaque with engraved symbols in the
form of a Macedonian ligature. The plate is in the shape of a fruit. The first engraving from
top to bottom, resembles an eel, which is the symbol of Macedonia, Madona, the river DON,
represents the seed of God, and on this symbol MA is writen. The second ligature symbol
personifies the fertilizing ray of the sun and the divine son Macedon with raised hands. This
symbol says K, I, and A. The third ligature symbolizes the owl bird, a symbol of death and
the birth of new life. This ligature symbol reads E, D, O, N. Such and similar symbols are
found in the wider region, proving the prevalence of the indigenous Macedonian people.
According to the Macedonian ligature, the stone plate reads: MACEDONIA. This stone
represents Zeta Macedonia, as a source of world science and culture, the river MA-DON-A
Macedonia, which gives birth to MACEDON with the help of the DIVINE SPIRIT.

34. "Macedonian inscription on a clay plate, China"
4,000 old symbols were found on a ceramic tile. The ceramic tile was unearthed in the
early Xiajiadian ruins of Chifeng City. The artifacts found by archaeologists are a material
testimony to a highly developed culture. Their dating is determined by a team of scientists
around the world. In this way, a conclusion is reached about the very beginnings of cultural
development. The artifacts contain drawings, symbols, abstract geometric images and
figures. Most often the forms are made with the BLOSSOM letters (Cyrillic and Latin) in the
form of LIGATURE, as a hidden message of the creator, which testifies to a highly
developed science and culture.
The ligature can be deciphered only with the blossom letters in Macedonian, which
form words and thought concepts. According to this, we can safely conclude that the
indigenous population in Asia is the Macedonian people. Macedonians live with smaller tribal
groups that have embraced Macedonian culture. The Macedonian BLOSSOM alphabet
(Cyrillic and Latin) and the way of writing in a small space with ligatures are the basis for
making East Asian symbols.
The plaque reads: "I U UJ ILI IS L'S". Transcribed in modern Macedonian language it
means: AND WITH THE NEW SUN – ILI IS-USUS APPEARS IN THE FORM OF SUNRAYS
"L'S".
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Fig. 73 Deciphered text Inner Mongolia, China.

35. "God the Father Sun Ilija."
Zeta Macedonia Vostania, lake 抚仙湖 = Fǔ xiān hú, China.
Evidence for the existence of a Macedonian civilization that survives to this day is
found on all continents, in all seas, but also in the lake 抚仙湖 = Fǔ xiān hú, in China. It is
assumed that a huge area of land, where the city of the Sun was located, collapsed
hundreds of meters, and the hole was filled with water. An entire city built of stone remained
under water.
From the time of the construction of these stone buildings, there was no practice of the
then indigenous tribal communities to build houses from solid material, they built the houses
from wood and twigs. There are several pyramids between the buildings. This assumption of
the descent of the glound is unlikely. In case of major tectonic changes, the city would have
collapsed. Coincidentally or not, the whole city is under water. According to the script found
on the buildings, and some are reminiscent of Chinese symbols, it can be concluded that the
builders of the underwater Sun City were the Macedonians. They dried up the lake, built the
city, and then submerged it in water. The goal was simple, for the city to witness the power,
knowledge and their cultural level hundreds of thousands of years ago. According to the
construction technique, the Blossom script (Cyrillic alphabet), the language, and the
symbols, there is no doubt about the dating of this city. It was built by the Masters – Lord
Macedon according to the Macedonian tradition, which is at least 500,000 years old..
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Fig. 74 Macedonian sixteen-rayed sun.
The underwater artifact reads: "R'D IL L'SHTI – THE KIN OF IL SHINES"

Among the artifacts, a plate is found depicting the Macedonian sixteen-rayed sun at the
moment of sunrise. The sun's rays are engraved in the form of a ligature that reads: " R'D IL
L'SHTI – THE KIN OF IL SHINES ". The symbol of the Macedonians is the Sun God ILI with
sixteen rays still shining in the lake depths. The white Macedon also shines with his science,
letter, numbers, music and faith. The underwater city is hard to reach and destroy. The
indigenous Macedonians from that territory and wider in the world knew that the alienated
Macedonians together with the tribal communities with yellow, black and red skin color are
trying to destroy their race. So they left a written mark in the form of a ligature in space,
under the ground, and under all the seas and lakes.

Fig. 75 Zeta Macedonia Uprising,

Fig. 76 Underwater city built of stone.

Lake 抚仙湖 = Fǔ xiān hú, China.
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36. "The Lake of God the Father Sun ILI".
Zeta Macedonia Vostania, lake 抚仙湖 = Fǔ xiān hú, China.
The underwater city hides a multitude of artifacts. They are left by the builder to bear
witness of a time of cultural development at least 500,000 years ago.

Fig. 77 Deciphered text.

On these two inscriptions we can read: "T JSHT 'L'T. IS ED'N R'D IL".
In modern Macedonian: "FATHER STILL FLIES. Is – ISUS IS ONE KIN OF IL."

AFRICA
37. Zeta Macedonia "God's Lom" Blombos
South Africa 125,000 – 70,000 years ago Macedonian era BC.
Zeta Macedonia "God's Lom" (God's lom meaning God's sunray), refers to today's
territory of South Africa. The top of the southern part of Africa, as Macedonian territory, is
geographically located on the first zero meridian as an imaginary line, called "IL – sunray".
The large local population of God’s Lom, at that time organized in towns and
neighborhoods, lived as modern people with developed science, art, religion, army and
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government. With certain written testimonies we come to a conclusion about the level of
development of their science in relation to space phenomena, instruments for moving at sea
and on land, night and day. The South of God’s Lom was a maritime center for the
acceptance of goods for trade with Europe, Asia, America and Australia and the trade of
material goods from the land region for thousands of years, with its own ships and ships
from other Zetas. One of the most exported goods was the red dye, called "ZIL", made from
natural red iron oxide. The making of the "color of the sunrise" as a sacred color is ritually
done in the caves as a sacred place, on the day of spring – the red BLOOM and the day of
the color ZIL, which is XXI March. A separate industry was the production of weapons, which
served their own needs to defend their resources. Weapons were exported as the most
modern of the time. Stone tools were also made from a special type of stone called silcrete,
with a special thermal technology, which as a tradition was passed on to the younger ones.
Stone blades, stone arrow and spear tips, glued to wooden handles with a special glue.

Fig. 78 Deciphered text, written on stone in the form of a sunbeam.

Blombos Cave and other caves were not a place to live. They were shrines to perform
certain religious rituals. One of the most famous rituals is the offering of a sacrifice to God
ILI. The sacrifice was made outside the cave. A fire was lit, which symbolizes the Sun. The
fire was also used to burn the dead to transmit the body, as well as the soul on the flames
like sunrays to God ILI, so that it would return again as the divine spirit Macedon.
Because of these rituals, burnt bones were found as evidence of that significant act. The
people of Zeta Macedonia, God’s Lom and the famous rulers, including Zet IS LJO, had
special needs for artistic-symbolic expression and in the form of ligatures conveyed
messages, expressed their religious, social and cultural needs in which they used the letters.
At the same time, the letters represented the sunrays. This tradition is continuously found in
all other ZETAS from the Great Zeta Macedonia.
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AMERICA

38. "Sun oh sun, god's egg"54
Zeta Macedonia Overseas South Bloom, Nazca Lines (modern day Peru 500,000 years)
"In the Nazca Desert there is a surface of earth which has an elliptical shape
resembling an egg, resembling a woman's lips and a grain. The central line moving from the
inscription "ILI”, Fig. 13, symbolizes the very beginning of the formation of the deity ILI, in a
direction from northwest to southeast with a total length of 9.5 km, forming the pyramid of the
sun, turning to the southeast with a length of 5 km. The line enters the pupil of the double
eye, reaches the core and explodes like dew or a seed of God and falls on the pyramid of
the god MADON. The center line again turns to the east with a dimension of 7 km and falls
on an elliptical shape which reads: "U USNI SO JAJCE. G UT OP P’K", meaning: "IN THE
LIPS WITH THE EGG. WITH LOVE AFTER THE OWL AND AFTER THE OUL, THE
WHEAT IS BORN AGAIN."
The meaning of the egg-shaped form, according to its location, supported by the
inscription represents the egg of the god, the lips of the divine Madon and the grain of
WHEAT, symbolizes the beginning of the creation of the earthly world. The God’s egg is
located just below the bird. There is no assumption that the bird is a chicken, but according
to the text it is an OWL. Which means the owl represents both death and life. Based on
death (night, winter and the Lord – God Macedonian as Tesht), the owl contributes to the
birth of the sun and the sunrays personified in an egg, fertilized by ONE sunray, which
means: "THE DAY WAS BORN WITH THE FIRST SUNLIGHT or LIGHT. Summed up, we
could say that the egg is the personification of the light "DZE", a symbol of the divine spirit
Macedon which is a fertilizing power. The words: "Svetlo, sveetlost, sjae, blista, bleshti,
bleska", which mean "DZE" are, in fact, the DIVINE SPIRIT MACEDON. In this case, the
light "DZE" enters the lips of the divine Madon, and from that feature arises the word
"DZEUS" DZE in the lips. This light shaft ("UJ") is called DEVA by European scientists,
linking it to the group of "Indo-European language" (above it is said that the Indo-European
language is actually Macedonian).
The word DEVA55 is nothing but a DENA or DEN (DAY) representing LIGHT. Hence the
name of the MOTHER OF GOD, which is "Deva Marija" or DENA MARIJA, LIGHTED
MARIJA or LIGHT MARY, which means fertilized by day with the first sunray, and according
to the Macedonian faith, it happens on XXI March on the tops of fertility pyramids and many
observatories around the world, one of which is Kokino.56 So this egg is not the egg of the
creation of the universe. This egg that is born under the pyramid of the Earth is the creator of
the terrestrial world.
The egg is located in the immediate vicinity of the "Macedonian airport", and it can
easily be assumed that the owl bird arrives from the direction of Macedonia. The owl is
turned towards Macedonia, which means it simulates the movement of spiritual and material
energy from Macedonia through the Nazca pyramids to the mother of the UNIVERSE –
Elena, Paraskeva.

54 Quote

from the book "Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years if literacy, Macedonian civilization on five continents,
tradition to this day”.
55 For the word DEVA, DEVANAGARI see more details in the book "Rose of Water" by Some Macedonians on p.
294.
56 Kokino, p. 49
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Fig. 79 God’s egg with inscription „G UT P’G.

Fig. 80 God's egg born from the symbol of death for new life THE OWL.

The same secret about the birth of the earthly world – paradise, the spread of the
Macedonians on five continents and the movement of people from the UNIVERSE
PARADISE to the earthly paradise and vice versa, points us to the fact that the Macedonians
were sent by God, creators and masters of the DZEMJA, PARADISE, as divine children and
Masters – Macedonian Rulers. The mystery of the birth of the earthly world is forgotten, but
traces of that mystery are present all over the world, in all the newly formed tribal
communities and states in the form of stone and earth records, as well as cosmogonic myths
about the chicken and the egg with more or less credible interpretations.
To name a few: "For the Chinese, the first creative impulse was in the chicken egg,
while for the Japanese, chaos is equated with the cosmic egg. In the Ural region, eagle egg
yolk is the cause of the formation of the Moon; In the Belarusian variant, we also find a
cosmogonic bubble reminiscent of a cosmic egg."57
This understanding of the gaze "DZE" as light, as divine spirit, which we find in the
Macedonian cosmogonic folklore does not originate from India or Iran and Syria. That
understanding as part of the Macedonian faith, by the Macedonian people as an indigenous
people on five continents with their faith left traces of their subjects, in the form of deities
from their polytheistic religions, in a period of 400,000 years to this day. Proof of the

57 Exhaustive

data on the creation of the world with examples from other authors can be found in Ermis
Lafazanovski's book "Macedonian Cosmogonic Legends" p. 33.
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understanding of light as a deity and the divine spirit, we find in many Macedonian legends,
such as the legend "God and the sun" which is recorded in the book by Verkovikj.”58

39. "OWL (UT – BUF)59
Belief in reincarnation through the bird Owl (Ut – Owl), fire and the phoenix.

Fig. 81 Owl – Ut announces death of darkness – night and announces morning sun.

"The owl bird is one of the longest-lived vertebrate species in existence. Their fossils
have been found and dated to 60 million years ago, and it has been observed that the bird
has changed very little from that period until today. Throughout human history, the bird has
occupied an important place in religion and folklore.60 Also, it is one of the few birds, which is
in the service of the Sun God, similar to today's angels, from the history of the World Zeta
Macedonia to the Macedonian people until today.

58 About

this see also Dragoljub Dragojlovilk, Vera Stojchevska-Antikj. "Mythologum of medieval Cyrillic literacy.
Makedonska kniga. Skopje, Republic of Macedonia 1990 p. 26.
59 Taken from the unpublished book "Zeta Macedonia Native, Utah, USA". Branko Sotirovski
60 Taken from the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy, Macedonian civilization on five continents,
tradition to this day”, Deciphered text: "The owl herald of death and life" Macedonian carpet, Ethnological
Museum Skopje, 141 p.
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Fig. 82 On the stylized figure, at the top left there is an inscription that reads:
"Both the Holy Trinity and ILI. Both Pan wants the UT of IL."

It is a bird that infuses, at the same time, fear and respect among people." 61 If the first
vertebrate dinosaurs, with their relative age of 243 million years, have not changed to date,
we can assume that the Owl originates from the same period. The dinosaurs had a small
brain relative to the body. The wise man must have existed from that period. Evidence to
date has not been found or what has been found is destroyed and hidden. Modern man
comes from the same period of creation of the vertebrates from World Macedonia. They say
"there is no evidence". If no evidence has been found to date, that is no reason not to rely on
the mind. Crocodiles, owls, and other animals have not evolved over millions of years, and
so have humans. It is not possible for modern man to have recently evolved from ape. All
vertebrates and the life of the World Macedonia was created at once. That life was not
created with the help of magic and tricks from an unknown god. The life of the World
Macedonia was born of Marija, Madona, Mistress, Madomnia, Macedonia, the Mother of
God, Planet Macedonia".

40. Makedon, Zeta Makedonia Native.
Macedonia Cave in Macedonia Canyon (called Barrier Canyon, Horseshoe Canyon), Utah,
USA.
The eight drawings in the cave Macedonia represent Macedonian culture, the Blossom
script Cyrillic and Latin, the faith in Reincarnation and Macedonian language.

Taken from the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy, Macedonian civilization on five continents, a
tradition to this day”, p. 57.
61
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Fig. 83 Macedonia Cave, located in the Canyon of the Divine Spirit, Zeta Macedonia native.
(Horseshoe Canyon, Utah USA). Eight separate drawings, found and recorded. Among the drawings,
at the bottom left is the drawing of Makedon and his son Ber.
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Fig. 84 Zeta Macedonia Native – Utah USA, Cave Macedonia. Divinated Macedon. Deciphered and drawn by
Branko Sotirovski. Master Photographer Stephen Alvarez,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEoK8B2hEvU&t=27s

Fig. 85 Left. Macedon, a reconstruction has been made from an abstract drawing to a real one. Drawing by
Branko Sotirovski.
Fig. 86 Right. Divine Ber, mysterious Macedon. The artist Marija Sotirovska Bogdanovska made an attempt to
reconstruct the imaginary into reality.

The drawing is abstract, it simulates the fire from the burning pyre, which ascends to
the sun, it also simulates the fine dew, which descends to the ground in the form of the
divine spirit Macedon. This is a representation of the energy cycle, just like the ligature in
Figure 11, from the Lug-Visoko Bosnia site.
A fragment of the Macedon figure is an abstract portrait, according to which a
reconstruction was made, as a real drawing. The abstract drawing, in the form of a ligature,
reads: “ILI ULI IJA SILU S’’DZIII IL’S”.
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Transcribed in modern Macedonian, it means: "ILI LIGHT THE SOIL. GET DOWN
WITH YOUR FORCE I’LS".
Macedonians at that time had their own faith and belief in the power of the Sun God
Ilija. They believe in the divine spirit Macedon, who they personify with the divinated
Macedon and his son Ber. For more than a hundred years, American researchers have
sought to uncover the secret of drawing-ligature, writing and painting, but to no avail.
Quote from the as yet unpublished book "Zeta Macedonia Native – Utah USA, 500,000
years of literacy. Volume IV“
(The Power and The Glory Shamanistic Arts of the Archaic Period By Alan R. Schroedl).

41. Sillustani – archeological site, Puno region62.
Zeta Macedonia South Bloom, Peru.
The site originates from the period before the Incas 100,000 – 500,000 years ago. And
it is actually a cemetery. The tombs are built in the form of towers called Chulpi. The towers
are decorated with engraved shapes – ligatures of animals. An eel is engraved on the tower
below. Sometimes in certain regions of Planet Macedonia they replace it with a snake. The
eel is a symbol of Macedonia. For the Macedonians at that time it was a connection between
World Macedonia and the Sun God ILI.
Legend: The Macedonian city of Ohrid – Lychnidos, originates from the Stone Age of
500,000 years ago, surviving to this day with the autochthonous Macedonian people, with
script, language, religion and culture. Among the many legends of this city, one is about King
Cadmo. According to Cadmo’s sister Europa, the continent Zeta Macedonia got its new
name, which reads Zeta Macedonia Europe. According to written sources, after his death,
Cadmo turned into an Eagle, which is a symbol of secret knowledge, ability and Macedonia.
The people of this region call him after the Eel, ENGULA, Engulari or Jagulari (pronounced
Enhelei by mistake). Cadmo's followers still perform the traditional ritual of deification of the
Macedonians. During the ritual, Macedonian red wine is drunk, in combination with
Macedonian supersubstancial bread. Eel meat is also eaten by women who recently gave
birth. Eel skull is used to treat migraines, hemorrhoids and increase potency.
Let's explain the lifespan of an eel. It is assumed that eels formed 140 million years
ago. The exact time of the eel's origin is not known, but one thing is for sure, that the eel,
together with the total living nature IS, was born on March 22nd from the parallel mother
Paraskeva Universe Macedonia, suddenly on the Macedonian Peninsula, and the territory of
Zeta Macedonia Europe. That is the moment when the Star Zet Macedon arrives from the
constellation Cross, from the blue star Zhiva in Macedonia. Macedon as a star with the
divine power, as a god, called Gospot Zet Macedon has a temporary stay on the Planet
Macedonia.
The female eel can reach a length of two meters and the male only up to fifty
centimeters. It lives in all the rivers and lakes connected to the sea in Zeta Macedonia
Europe, the Persian Gulf, the northern and western African coast, it actually lives where the
Macedonians live. It spawns in the Sargasso Sea, between the Bermuda Islands and Puerto
Rico.
The ten-year life in the freshwaters of rivers and lakes, the road in salt water by
metamorphosis, of two years to the Sargasso Sea, spawns and dies. At the same time, it
reincarnates in a new eel, a new life. The young eel through a three-year journey, again with

62 Retreived

on 28.09.2021 from the website zetamacedonia.com.
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a metamorphosis, returns to the place where it stayed in a previous life. Her way of life, her
death with reincarnation reflects the life, death and rebirth of Macedonia and the
Macedonians.
The Macedonian people as Lord Zet Macedon, with the help of rivers and seas travel
to all parts of the World Macedonia. They spreads the word, scripture, language, faith and
culture of God. All toponyms, hydronyms, nicknames, etc. on the planet have Macedonian
roots. The shape of the eel and the form of rule of the Macedonians over the other tribal
communities, without slaves, is a weakness in relation to the thieves, as certain
Macedonians. They form new states with a slavery relationship that lasts to this day, with
fictional names.

Fig. 87 Sillustani – an archaeological site in Peru in the Puno region.
The site originates from the period before the Incas 100,000 – 500,000 years ago. And it is actually a
cemetery.

The Macedonian toponym PUNO means full. Chulpa is a Macedonian word: CHUL = a
type of apron, the tomb looks like a uterus with an apron. Chulpa – chupa, chupe = girl. Chul
= past tense of heard. The archaeological site Siljustani is a Macedonian toponym with the
meaning: STAND FORCE. It refers to the late ruling lords, Lord of Planet Macedonia, after
death their power to become like an eel and travel to the sun, and from the sun to
reincarnate in Macedonia. The following words are known in Macedonia until today, SILJAN,
SILJANOVSKI, with the meaning strong – the strong one. The following are considered
strong like no on else ENOCH, DON, HERMES, ASCLEPIUS, St. PANTELEIMON, St.
NIKOLAS – sprout, etc.
The engraved eel motif of Chulpa represents Macedonia and the Macedonians in that
area. The eel is a symbol of Macedonia. At the same time, the Eel is a ligature that says
MADONIA – MACEDONIA.
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Fig. 88 Chulpa tomb for reincarnation,
Sillustani Overseas Southern Bloom, present-day Peru.

One of the main elements of the Macedonian culture, spread all over the planet is the
respect of the ancestors and because of that, and because of the expression of the
connection between death and life in terms of reincarnation, the Chulpas were built. The
interiors of the buildings were shaped like a uterus. The only opening of Chulpa is to the
east, it is due to the fact that, from that side, the sun is reborn by Mother World Macedonia. It
was believed that, at the moment of the first rays of the sun from March 21 and December
25, the spirit and soul of the mummified bodies would reincarnate in the newborn and R’S –
Risto and IS – Iso, Isus. The same or similar motifs for decorating the Chulpas are found on
the Macedonian site Göbekli Tepe63, a site located in what is now Turkey.

42. "Risto"
Zeta Macedonia North Blossom, Vermont USA.
Macedonians and Maiti Indians were born to two mothers. The mother of the
Macedonians is Mother Marija, Madona, Macedonia, and the mother of the Indians is SAT
(Manana – Satanail meaning SAT = holy, ANA = mother, IL = god). They had one father,
and he is Sun IL – ILIJA. Unlike the Chinese, who are brothers of the Macedonians, where
the mother is the same, MA – MU, and they had separate fathers. The father of the
Macedonians is Sun IL – ILIJA and the father of the Chinese is Snake, Dragon, DRAGON –
EEL symbol of Macedonia. In our relatives, as in all other tribal communities, the culture is
one and only MACEDONIAN.

63

P. 62
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Fig. 89 Portrait of Risto, description of the event of December 25th.

The noun RISTO is a Macedonian name, which has been used in Macedonia since at
least 500,000 years ago until today. The noun RISTO means: R'S = GROWTH OF THE
DAY, R'S = can be RIS (lynx) – CAT, which is a symbol of the Sun, because of its shining
eyes. Risto is an announcement for the young Sun from December 22, when World
Macedonia is at the point of the winter solstice and will be closest in position to the Sun.
From 22nd of December we have a sunshine of three days, when planet Macedonia will
decide with its axis to incline towards the constellation Cross or K-RST = towards the growth
of the day. The constellation Cross or Swan, for Macedonians is a symbol of the day or the
rising day of December 25. Risto, Ristos or Hristos is not a man it is the growth of the day.
A portrait of God is made on the Vermont USA engraving, a portrait of the young sun
of December 25th. The words: SIJA means bright, enlighten, illuminate. L'M – lom means
breaking of the day of December 25, light, means increase of light. RIS means r'st = growth
of the day, sun, RISTO – Macedonian name.

MACEDONISM
43. "LIGATURE – MACEDONIAN DOCUMENT PROVING THE PEOPLE'S CODE OF
ZETA MACEDONIA AND THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD"
HISTORY Historical facts, mostly out of ignorance, are formed on the basis of
assumptions. They are presented by the "scientists" from western Zeta Macedonia Europe,
and blindly copied by all the other, domestic alienated one, and are incorrect, false,
tendentious. This history was written by members of self-proclaimed universities producing
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blind doctors of science. May it do credit to individuals who are wisely silent, and thus are
accomplices.
History (istorija) is a term that means knowledge of the past. When the word history is
divided into morphemes (parts of the word and their meaning), one comes to the
Macedonian character of the word. "IS" = is a prefix, "is" = is and a noun meaning
movement, with steps, walking, development (dialect word meaning "from"), "IS" is a noun to
mark living beings, called ISUS. The second part of the word is "STORIJA" = it is a multitude
of deeds, something that has been done, happened in the past. Conclusions about the past
are formed based on material evidence, oral traditions, and the most authoritative is the
written evidence. The so-called "scientists" of western Zeta Macedonia Europe, according to
their limited mind, which thinks pro-west, by not knowing and ignoring certain speech
features in the world and ignoring certain written signs and symbols, which they
systematically destroy, form an "ingenious conclusion". Their conclusion is that there is a
historical period only since the emergence of Greece in 1832. Before 1832 there were
nameless "ancient" Greeks, who they call "Hellenes" or "Ellenes". It is recognized that 4,500
years ago in the area of Interstream (Mesopotamia) lived a people, who are designated with
an inappropriate name, meaning nameless, without roots, which mysteriously disappears.
Everything before that period is PRAISTORIJA (PREHISTORY), or human development,
which had no written continuity in the past and people, tens of thousands of years ago,
evolved from apes, and their written signs are declared to be art.

44. SCRIPT
Let's ask ourselves: What people do today's script, language and religion, in a word
culture of living originate from? According to the evidence and logic of the most ordinary
human mind, historians should accept that the people we are considering an indigenous,
ever present in the World Macedonia with its alphabet, language and culture are the
Macedonian people, and their center is in Macedonia, the Macedonian Peninsula, Zeta
Macedonia Europe, which means that it is the World Macedonia. Why? According to the
discoveries so far, based on the PEOPLE-BEARING CODE "Zeta Macedonia", the history,
as a record, originates only from the Macedonians, at least from 500,000 years ago. All this
according to the archaeological findings, dated by the so-called "scientists" from western
Zeta Macedonia Europe. According to those discoveries, it can be safely concluded that
history is closely related to the Macedonian people and the Macedonian faith.
The Macedonian people through World Macedonia had its own communication
system, its own Blossom script (Cyrillic and Crvenica-Latin), Spring digits (called Roman and
Arabic), the language is Macedonian, faith is the Faith of matter exchange, Faith of Sun
God, Faith of the Word of God, Faith of the only Zet, Faith of R'S – growth of the day from
December 25 and IS – growth of living beings, from March 22, Faith of the Macedonian
DON, DION, Dionysus, Faith of Hermes, Verme – time, Faith of Santa Claus – St. Nicolas, in
a word it is the Macedonian Faith of energy circulation, called REINCARNATION.
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Fig. 90 Macedonian inscription with the Blossom image – Cyrillic, 500,000 years ago.
Due to the limited space, the noun Macedonia is written with the abbreviation "M".

The Macedonian faith in certain periods of time in the range of 500,000 years and
certain regions and continents, according to the discoveries made so far are called: In Zeta
Macedonia Europe Faith of Kurtish, Faith of Aion, Faith of Marija, Madona, mistress,
Madomnia, World Macedonia. On the continent Zeta Macedonia Overseas Bloom, presendday America it is the faith of: Sun ILI, the Faith of Ma – Macedonia, the Faith of Wild Atlas,
the Faith of Kokopeli, the Faith of Zet G'GL, the Faith of M'NO Zet. In Zeta Macedonia
Uprising (Asia), it is the Faith of the Sun, and the Faith of the Dragon – the Eel, a symbol of
Macedonia. In Zeta Macedonia Lom of God (Africa) it is the Faith of Spring. In Zeta
Macedonia Lom on Don (today Australia), it is the faith of Zet DON. As stated above, all
these names of territories and beliefs refer to a common name, as a people-bearing code,
and that is Zeta Macedonia with the Macedonian people and the same Faith of
Reincarnation.
Every detail of the material reality – worldly, of World Macedonia, in its stratosphere,
biosphere, fauna and flora, atmosphere and cosmos, are recorded only with Macedonian
nouns, or changed today, but the root is Macedonian again. Everything that is sacred,
heavenly and spiritually is also marked by Macedonian characters. Musical instruments and
the Macedonian irregular musical rhythm are the basis of all rhythms in the world. And the
monotheistic faith refers to the Faith of the Sun with Reincarnation, from which all the
religions of the world originate, with inverted events, names and dates.
Let us return to the Macedonian script from the Stone Age, which is the basis of all
scripts in the world. What is a script – a letter? These are symbols and signs with which the
Only Zet transmits the knowledge of his people – "Macedonian Feast", received from the
Sun God, which represents the Macedonian soul.
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Fig. 91 "Macedonian Feast"

The script is an abstract graphic system, composed of signs, which visually
represent the sound of the Macedonian language. Today in the Macedonian language each
sound has its own sign (one sound – one letter), i.e. it has 31 sounds and 31 letters. In the
Stone Age, the Macedonian language, in certain regions and certain periods, was identified
to have from 22 to 36 letters. In the early period 500,000 years ago it was the practice of the
Macedonian people to use dark vowels instead of vowels, and there were three dark vowels,
which are kept to this day in Macedonia in certain dialects. The people used figures and
geometric symbols to express the thought more clearly. Due to its great distribution 500,000
years ago, the Macedonians, for their communication, created the Blosom script, called
Cyrillic today. Due to the large number of tribal communities, who lived in the same area as
their enemies, the Macedonians created a secret blossom alphabet, called Crvenica –
Latinica today.

45. LIGATURE
In terms of secrecy, to mark the borders of territories, inter-human messages and
religious ritual messages, they were written down as rebuses and ligatures. The word
ligature is a Macedonian word meaning: liga – sticky mucus. Ligature is made of two or more
letters that are stuck and represented by a single written character, and it facilitates writing. It
was convenient for writing more letters in a small space, resulting in a larger text. They also
introduced abbreviations in writing. Simultaneously with the ligature technique, with the
glued letters of a stylized figure, they made drawing-ligatures and sculptures-ligatures. The
script was used to be read by educated Macedonians, and the drawing was used to
symbolize the text, so that it could be easily understood by certain tribal communities that
were illiterate. Drawing-ligatures and sculpture-ligatures were made both in a small space
microscopically and in a huge space of tens of kilometers. This practice is present even
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today, the most impressive being the Macedonian icons and frescoes. In this way the
message, just like in everyday speech, was very short, in verse, but with enormous poetic,
aesthetic-artistic, linguistic and verbal value. This Macedonian way of communication is still
alive today. East Asian symbols represent Macedonian ligatures, made with the Blossom
alphabet. The ligature can also be seen in Zeta Macedonia AR on MA (present-day Egypt).
The so-called "ancient art" refers to the advanced Macedonian culture with the writing form
of LIGATURE, which historians from western Zeta Macedonia Europe, for two thousand
years, have tried to steal and misrepresent, so Sun God Ilija and Mother Planet Macedonia
will punish them with premature death, to wander forever through the Vasiona hell, burning
in cold and heat. All historians who are thieves of the Macedonian people-bearing codes, in
addition to stealing the Macedonian alphabet, language, religion and culture, will eventually
steal the last people-bearing Macedonian code, which is their own white skin, which they will
destroy themselves. In that way, they will destroy the Macedonian nation in the world,
destroying themselves. Hopefully, with the imminent entry into the new cosmic year of 2148,
the white man Macedonian, from Western Europe, will come to his senses, will respect the
Father Sun Ilija, Mother Planet Macedonia and the sons of God the Macedonians.

Fig. 92 Macedonian coin, with Macedonian ligature "AR" Macedon.

Examples of ligatures: Щ,= шч, Я = ја, Ю = ју, «W» («VV»), ゟ (よ り [jorʲi]) Japanese
ligature, = ет.

46. "Constellation of the Cross"
The stars of the North Cross are visible in the western sky during the December
evenings. In the constellation Cross is the object Cygnus X-1, located 1/2 degree in the
upper left corner of Eta Cygni, one of the strongest sources of X-rays visible to the naked
eye.
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Fig. 93 Constellation Cross, with the object Blue Star Zhiva and a "black hole" X-1
transporter, at the place where Jesus was pierced with a spear.

Fig. 94 The mother of the universe Paraskeva – Elena mother is the blue star Zhiva, with its
companion X-1 radioactive emitter, she is the LIFE ENERGY of lower Macedonia.

Cygnus X-1 is a binary system 6,100 light years away from World Macedonia. There’s
an assumption, in the opinion of today's researchers, that HDE 226868 "is near the end of its
life". Near it, there is an invisible companion with a mass 10 times larger than that of the sun,
but there are no signs of visible light coming from the companion, and something in the
object produces X-rays. Again, under the assumptions that it is a model that "best fits a
black hole, it is considered to be the body of a massive star that once accompanied HDE
226868". The atmosphere of the blue super star enters into the accompanying transporter
facility, which heats, produces and emits X-rays, through which the healthy nature of upper
Macedonia arrives.
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Fig. 95 Asclepius with shephard’s crook, lithium, divine lightning, energy antenna, Eel – snake, in the shape of
the letter "M".
Fig. 96 Constellation Dragon. Symbol of Macedonia, through which the healthy nature of upper Macedonia
arrives.

According to the scientific thought of the Macedonians of the Stone Age, seen through
the deciphered texts found around the world, this system is a living organ, composed of a
supergiant – ATLAS, a blue light organ HDE 226,868. The blue atmosphere of this object will
be sucked into the second organ, the black hole, which is the uterus of mother Elena. In this
way, mother Elena gives birth to life energy in blue, in lower Macedonia. These are the
Macedonian brides who circle around each star. The brides are wrapped in a blue
atmosphere, which is composed of life energy, coming from the womb of mother Elena, as a
female cell. The blue atmosphere around the planet Macedonia is in a gaseous state – water
vapor, it will turn into drops of water with the help of the divine spirit Macedon in the form of
space dust. Each drop will be fertilized with a sprout, which is Nik’la, Nikula, Nikola, a micron
bead of cosmic dust – spirit Macedon. Of course, the life energy of the Planet Macedonia
arrives from space through the oblique bridges – the cosmos of the Great Mother Elena.
Under certain conditions the dewdrops will fall in the form of rain on the countless pyramids
and mountains. The world Macedonia accepts the life energy in the underground corridors,
and the white star Sun Ilija with its light, as a Macedonian soul, will fertilize it. The fruit is
born from the only uterus of the World Macedonia and it is the Matka Canyon near Skopje,
Republic of Macedonia. The Matka canyon is the mother of the living world IS – Isus (Is of
US – the lips of the uterus from March 21, the beginning of the new year for the
Macedonians). The noun IS denotes all living organisms together with the living light, and
that is the Macedonian language, script, digits, song, faith in the truth, science and culture,
which radiates from God star Zet Macedonian.
The star HDE 226868 is located at the place in the constellation of the Cross where
the crucified Jesus will be pierced with a spear. This principle – reincarnation of life, based
on the death of the star HDE 226868, to give birth to new life, is the basis of the living world
of Planet Macedonia and life in space Paradise Macedonia constellation eel – snake –
dragon.

47. "WHAT IS GOD"
For most of the human population, the notion of God and what God is is unclear. People
do not know what God is. One of the reasons for this is the poor information from Christian
fathers, because Christianity itself does not have a correct position on the question of what
God is. According to Christianity, God is something abstract, unreal, untouchable,
omnipotent, bestowing and punishings. "God created heavens – the universe and planet
Macedonia." The Christian organization represents God as a magician in the circus
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institution. The Christian organization, with planned and well-implemented activities,
destroys the Macedonian faith Revival – Reincarnation, which was spread by the Only Zet
Macedon – Dyonisius on five continents. "God invented reality", creating everything we can
see and assume, God is omnipotent, indestructible, eternal. In a word, "God is
EVERYTHING and everywhere", from here the fear of God is imposed, that people are
nobody and nothing, they are just sheep of God the Father – the shepherd. At the same
time, God sends a savior to the planet, to save the human race from something that no one
knows what. To save it from the non-existent sin. All this peculiarity, proclaimed by
Christianity, and by other similar religions, serves only to destroy the Macedonian faith, and
to keep people under control and submission through something that does not exist.
Christianity also offers an abstract solution to what God really is, with the words, "When
divine revelation comes." In other words, all of the above is the fear of God, and that fear is
the foundation of our existence and salvation, of something, again, that we do not know
what. Christianity says that God revealed himself as a person, called the son of God „Isus“.
Where does the knowledge of the God of Christianity come from? The answer of the
Christian fathers is our minds, including the fathers themselves in that group of people, are
incapable of discovering it, because we are "apostates from God" – apostles, (probably, to
say, descended from God Himself), and at the same time our organs of cognition
(epistemology) are defiled or retarded, therefore it is very difficult to create a true image of
God, which is subjective, and it leads us to idolatry, and not the real one, which we receive
from revelation itself.[1]
How is God revealed? Christianity says that God reveals himself through all that he
has created, which we see directly. We also know God through chosen individuals called
prophets, such as Adam and Eve, Sheth, Cai, Enoch, Noah, Shem, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Moses, and others. Transmitters of the divine voice. They enter God's revelations, write
them in the holy books. According to the deciphered texts published in the book “Zeta
Macedonia”, we come to some conflicting views about the representation of what God is,
and how he is revealed to us. Since the Macedonian monotheistic faith is at least 412,416 –
500,000 years old, hence the conclusion that Christianity as a polytheistic belief, and all
other religions and mythologies in the world, derive from the Macedonian faith, which, leads
to some coincidences in the findings.

Fig. 96.1 Macedonian God Sun IL, ILIJA.

Let's explain right away why the book “Zeta Macedonia” gives an answer to the
question of what God is. According to the knowledge written in the book "Zeta Macedonia",
deciphered from the cultural monuments left by the Macedonian people on five continents,
God is in fact: Something real – real, light, happy, tangible, warm, good thought, melody,
powerful, but not most powerful, he gives the divine seed for a new life, that seed is the
divine LIGHT, which means he is not the creator of anything, he is only a fertilizer, and the
Mother is the most powerful one who creates and gives new life. In the Macedonian
monotheistic faith, the only God is the Sun God ILI, IL, ILIJA, in Christianity called Saint Ilija,
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which personifies all the divine characteristics with SAINTS. Hence the polytheistic character
of Christianity.
The Macedonian God Ilija does not punish, he always blesses with warmth, spark,
light, fine dew, music and protects you from the constellation Azhder – the cold through the
constellation Cross or the beginning of the new year within the kin. The mother World
Macedonian and Macedonia is the one who gives birth to, nurtures, nourishes, protects, and
punishes the divine children with hunger. The Macedonian God was born of Mother Elena –
Paraskeva, light and dark, who will give birth to the whole universe. God exists because of
his son Ilion or named Macedon after his mother. If the sons of God, the Macedonians, do
not exist God will not exist too. God exists because of the needs of his son Ilion-Macedon.
The divine son Ilion-Macedon, with the received fertilizing divine gene, after his coming
of age, when he becomes a seed-bearing and called Zet, together with his bride, equally
participate in the creation of paradise Macedonia on Planet Macedonia [1] and the universe.
The day of the fertilizing power of the Zet is March XXII, when on the tops of the mountains,
closest to God, in direct contact with the sun and the first sunray, in the shortest STRAIGHT
line receives the word of God – the mind, with all knowledge. That knowledge is language,
script and science, which is the WORD of God. From that day, Macedon will be glorified, he
will glorify his God Ilija, the divine spirit Macedon and spring Don.
The biggest lie of Christianity about the true revelation of God happened when God
sent his son Jesus among the people, in whom is the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin MaryMacedonia, as a human being. In the book "Zeta Macedonia" we will see that Jesus was not
born of a mother 2016 years ago. He was born at least 412,416 – 500,000 years ago.
According to the Macedonian records, R'S – R'STO, RIST is the young newborn sun
from XXV December. R'S means the duration of the growing day, personified by a baby, a
newborn. That young baby is a savior because the day and the daily temperature increase,
until March XXII, when the baby Risto becomes full-grown, and will fertilize Planet
Macedonia. From that moment the whole nature is born, in which the divine son Macedon
called IS – ISUS is also located, meaning MASTER, LORD, GOD of the World Macedonia.

Fig. 97 East Asian symbol for fire given by the Macedonian people. ILI is written on the fire
symbol.

The significance of this belief is huge for understanding the whole religious concept of
the Macedonian civilization. The Macedonian develops a strong sense of the Sun because
of his power to create light, warmth, soul and script. For the Macedonians, the sun is the
only deity, and all matter in the macro and microcosm is divine, filled with the divine spirit
Macedon. That is why the Macedonians, from the time when they became aware (wordconscious, literal), attribute a divine character to the Sun for their origin and existence, i.e.
the Sun itself is God, the driver, the beginning and the source of life, the source of the divine
spirit Macedon,, the god of the sky and the divinated Macedonians of Planet Macedonia.
The sun as the most important and significant phenomenon in the Macedonian faith is
named Sun God ILI, ILE, ILJO, Zet RISTO, Tesht, IS; ISUS, and its rays are named after the
bearer of the divine spirit Macedoni – "Z" ray, "DZ" gaze – lightning and sunray called IL.
(Quote from the book "Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy", p.24).
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48. "What is the Holy Spirit"
"Ever since man exists in the world, only the Macedonians have a direct connection
with one God and that connection is always "real", with the personified Sun God – the lion."
“Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy", p. 441.
People today, including Christian fathers, supposedly the people from the distant past
also, can not explain what God is and in what condition he exists. "The scripture 'truly'
reveals God to us. ELOHIM (the almighty) in Hebrew, as fullness of power and might, as
fullness of omnipotence, independent of nothing and anyone, above space and time, creator
of all that exists, make something from nothing, that power is LOVE. He is a creature or a
living being. That fullness is complete fulfillment." To the human mind, the complete
fulfillment of something unknown is something terrifying, unimaginably great, full of power,
and that power, which is omnipotent. Supposedly, all this represents love. That fullness of
strength, power and omnipotence, in man, in fact, produces only fear and awe.
People today may not know what God is, deluded by polytheistic myths and newly
formed religions. For people from two or more thousand years ago, God along with the
divine spirit and soul is a normal and everyday occurrence.
Unlike Christianity, in the Macedonian faith Reincarnation, the divine power is the
power of divine love, composed of daily light and heat, darkness and cold, fine dew and
water, love and pain. Divine love is a loving touch between light and matter. The
Macedonian faith is the faith of REINCARNATION. It is a belief in the daily reincarnation of
love with the appearance of the daily morning sun and the touch of the sunrays.
This love at dawn is depicted as the digit value of ONE, meaning that it has dawned. In
nature, something original is daylight with the digit E-DEN (One). The word day also contains
the digit value EN (one).
Light is present, visible during the day and at night. Light is present in every matter,
which is the divine spirit MACEDON. Every matter has its own light and warmth.

Fig. 98 Divine Spirit Macedon, 7,000-6,000 years of Macedonian era before the advent of
Christianity, Govrlevo near Skopje, Republic of Macedonia.
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Heat is light, light is love, love is GAZE, the gaze is the divine spirit Macedon, Macedon is a
force in every Macedonian.
Why is he called Macedon? It is called Macedon because MA is the Mother of the World and
that is the river DON, composed of the fine dew born from the Space Dust – the parallel
Mother Paraskeva
The divine spirit is called Macedon, because the Macedonian was born of the Great Mother
Paraskeva – Macedonian, who is in the universe – PARADISE MACEDONIA. The newborn
morning sun represents the newborn gaze "DZE", which is equal to love. Love is a touch and
a combination of light and dark, love is a mother.
The divine spirit is also called Macedonian because the fact that the Macedonian is the only
divine son or the only one, who is named Ilion after the father Sun, and Macedon after the
Mother, as a white man and the only one who receives the word of God – SOUL, through the
sunrays – light. With the received letters (called BLOOSOM and SPRING digits), he is the
only one who develops science and presents it to the wider masses of the Macedonian race
and other tribal communities around the world, in the form of the Faith of Reincarnation, faith
of the truth. From that faith all the mythologies and religions in the world will later develop.
From this statement, we conclude that: GOD DOES NOT EXIST or God exists as long as
there are Macedonians in whom the Macedonian spirit is. On the XXV day of December,
food, wine and cattle are offered to the fire (symbol of the sun), in order to release the divine
spirit Macedon, and to sail with the flames towards the Sun. The divine spirit Macedon is
sent to the Sun by the old Macedonian Tesht and all the other deceased Macedonian
masters throughout the year. The Macedonian spirit ascended to the Sun is purified, and the
Sun God, purified, sends it to the center of the galaxy, where it multiplies, and the next day it
arrives on Planet Macedonia through the fine dew.
If there are no Macedonians, there will be no Macedonian spirit. Because of this fact,
the divine spirit in Christianity has no name, just as God has no name. Calling him Yahweh
(in Macedonian meaning "I am EVERYTHING") and because of the prestigious Macedonian
gene, mind, script, language, name and religion. The Jews will write a book about
Christianity, a teaching about the destruction of the Macedonian spirit in the Macedonian
people.
In the book "Zeta Macedonia", specifically on p. 31 the following is written:
"Our Macedonian God – father THE SUN ILI with its first sunray, which represents the divine
spirit Macedon from the old deceased Tesht, on the XXIth day of March called "DZ" – "DZE"
illuminates, enlightens and DIVINATES THE HOLY FATHER the deity of the Dzemja –
Planet Macedonia called ZET, i.e. "DZET" – DEITY on Planet Macedonia and ruler on its
territory "DZETA", a word that has a divine character, as I stated, which is the FATHER'S
GAZE.”
The Macedonian faith, written in the form of a drawing ligature, before the appearance
of the New and Old Testament, and according to the written documents dates back at least
500,000 years ago, indicates the divine power, which is not omnipotent. God also has his
powerlessness, he is powerless to give birth to new life. God is dependent on the mother
birth-giver and the sons of God – the Macedonians, who possess the divine spirit Macedon
and the Macedonian soul. Only Macedonians are aware that there is a divine spirit called
Macedon, with which God ILI acquires the character of a living being. God was born and
limited in time, and the unlimited space is the divine mother Makedonka – Planet Macedonia
and Mother Macedonia in space, on the 25th of December called Paraskeva – Elena.
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49. "R'S, Ris, Risto – Hristos"
The noun RISTO is a Macedonian name, which has been used in Macedonia since at
least 500,000 years ago until today. The noun RISTO means: R'S = GROWTH OF THE
DAY, R'S = can be RIS (lynx) – CAT, which is a symbol of the Sun, because of its glowing
eyes. Risto is an announcement for the young Sun from the 22nd to the 25th of December,
when the World Macedonia will be at the point of the winter solstice and will be closest in
position to the Sun. From 22nd of December we have a sunshine of three days, when planet
Macedonia will decide with its axis to incline towards the constellation Cross or K'-RST =
towards the growth of the day. The constellation Cross or Swan, for the Macedonians is a
symbol of the day or the rising day of December 25th. Risto, Ristos or Hristos is not a man, it
is the growth of the day.
The Macedonians measured time according to the Moon and the Sun. On five
continents, archaeologists have found life of a modern Macedon. He left behind material
evidence, script, buildings and culture, which exists to this day. The Macedonians
communicated the scientific achievements to the illiterate people through a faith called
Reincarnation, today renamed Christianity. Due to this fact, we find out about the
appearance of the rising day of December 25th through written documents, such as this one
from Zeta Macedonia of Faith, Vermont, USA, where, from right to left, it says: "OTSIR JILI I
IOR ATI" <. The inscription in Macedonian means: "HASTENS AND GROWS – THE SUN
ILIJ FERTILIZES WITH THE RISING DAY RISTO". Due to such and similar Macedonian
inscriptions, we conclude that the personified RISTOS, as a Macedonian, is found on five
continents. Modern historians are greatly mistaken when they say, "Jesus was born in
Nazareth." Firstly, it is not Jesus who was born on March 22nd, but Risto the growing day and
was not born in Nazareth, but was born on the Macedonian Peninsula in the town of LUG –
Visoko, Bosnia and the Kokino Observatory in R. Macedonia.

Fig. 99 Deciphered text „ITA ROI, I ILIJ RISTO“ Vermont, USA
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50. "Macedonian emperor with many names Hermes – ZET ILION-MACEDON, ZET
ASKLEPIUS KURTIS"
The whole universe in which is the God Sun ILI, which is part of a deity composed of
countless Stars, and the World Macedonia, with all the plains and heights, rivers and seas
and all the fruits on it, as its companion is created only for the needs of man Macedon. For
that reason, Macedon is an echo of nature itself. Macedoni is an image of the universe,
along with its language and BLOSSOM alphabet (Cyrillic and Latin). Macedonian language,
script with nouns, such as toponyms, hydronyms, etc. are DRAWN and MOTIVATED by
nature. All the scientific achievements of Macedon are translated into one belief, as the faith
of Reincarnation. The faith consists of the personification of science, nature, and society with
human figures in the form of ligatures with hidden messages.
According to the Macedonian primordial science, which consists, among other things,
of the study of cosmic laws, the new year after the Father sun begins on December XXV. It
is the day of the beginning of winter. It is the day of the longest night time and the shortest
duration of the day. From that day the night decreases and the day increases. On that day
the old sun called Tesht dies and reincarnates in a young sun called "Little Div" R'S, growth
of the day, RIS, Risto. According to the divine and cosmic laws, the newborn sun "Little Div"
is also called Ilion, in three months on the XXII March it will reach maturity, in the full day or
the day equal with the night. The noun Ilion meaning son of Ili is actually the son of the Sun
God ILI. The divine son Ilion was born from Mother World Macedonia, that is why he is also
the son of the mother and as such he is called MACEDON. Ris – Ilion or ISUS – Macedon.
On the XXI March, on KITKI adorned or Kurilo, the tops of the mountains and the
pyramids, with the first sunray, God ILI will proclaim his son Ilion as Dzet, King, Emperor,
Lord, Master, ruler, Lord, god with temporary residence in World Macedonia. That
announcement consists of the divine gaze God "DZ" – "DZE" sunray, in the form of a stick,
shepherd’s stick, a scepter, called JABLAN by the Macedonian people. One of the countless
adorned mountains and pyramids for the proclamation of the new Zet is the mountain
Jablanica Republic of Macedonia. Between the mountain Jablanica and the mountain
Galicica with the peak Elen Vrv, from where the first sunray "jablan" comes out, as a word of
God, is Lake Ohrid. The now-proclaimed Zet is actually the only one who has received the
word of God. For that reason the divine son is now Zet Enoch. Much later Zet Enoch will be
called Zet Hermes by the Macedonian people.

Fig. 100 Zet Hermes

With the received word of God, which is the total divine knowledge, he will rule over his
people, and over all the joined tribal groups, throughout Planet of Macedonia. Due to his title
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ZET, he will fertilize his Macedonian bride, and thus symbolically fertilize the territory in
which he rules. That is why it is called Zeta Macedonia.

Fig. 101, 102, 103 Hermes, Vermes, Time.

The only son Zet "Enoch", who is equal, equal to his father, for fertilization in creating
life on earth, and Paradise Macedonia. Hermes will be the messenger of God, he will
transfer all the divine knowledge in the form of language, script, medicine, in a word science,
to his Macedonian family Lavrod. The symbols that mark the Zet Hermes is a stick with a
curved shape reminiscent of a snake or eel and a rooster with its song "KI-KUR-IKU".

Fig.104 Onomatopoeia of the rooster
singing is "KI-KUR-IKA".

Fig. 105 Zet, Enoch, Ilion –
Macedon, Hermes.

The symbol of Zet Hermes is a stick – lithius, with a snake, an energy antenna, used to
hunt and store the divine energy in the form of the Divine Spirit Macedon, which is a "kurilo".
Symbol of the healing ability of the zet as a doctor KURTIS, a doctor of the soul, who in a
certain period of the Macedonian people was called Asclepius.
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Fig. 106 Constellation Dragon, Zet Asclepius.

Fig. 107 Zet Hermes, Macedon, Asclepius.
(Engraved from an original in the then Museum Pio
Clemens Rome Galerie Mythologique, Recueil de
Monuments by Aubin Louis Millin, Paris 1811.)

The symbolism of the snake is that it changes the skin, it reincarnates. Snake venom
was used as a healing substance. Zet Asclepius with his power healed people on certain
heights called KURILO.

Fig. 108 Stone in the shape of a snake's head, a symbol of Macedonia. The snake's head is
facing north. The stone is located on the west side of the Kurilo cone, Vodno Mountain, R.
Macedonia. The stone in the shape of a snake's head or Eel is a ritual place for offering food and wine
on the 25th of December.
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There are such heights or pyramids throughout the Macedonian world. One of those
healing places is in the Republic of Macedonia on the holy mountain Vodno. Those
sanctuaries are Malo and Golemo Kurilo. The sunray on the XXI day of March at 5:15 am
with the sunrise, passes through the Big and Small Kurilo, hits the pyramid of fertility, where
the fetus, the baby ISUS, is conceived. The sunray descends in a straight line on the
monastery of St. Ilija, meaning the Macedonian God Sun ILI and the monastery of St.
Panteleimon, the Christianized name of Zet Asclepius.
At the foot of Malo Kurilo is the settlement Miminoec-Mominoec, as a healing place for
girls, with three temples. One temple is a children's hospital, the second temple is the
healing water in the monastery of St. John the Baptist Kapishtec, and the third temple is the
lodging with healing power. Every Macedonian sanctuary has its own inn.
The zet Enoch is the father of science, the founder of astrology and the discoverer of
alchemy. Everything that the divine son Zet Ilion – Macedon received from God and
discovered, he passed on to his Macedonian kin Lavrod. Transmitting the total knowledge of
God to his people, he got the nickname Zet IS DON, DION, DIONIS. The zet DON, DION,
DIONYSUS is actually IS – Isus to the mother of the lowlands by the rivers, or he is the child
of spring. That child is Zet MACEDON. Zet Don or Zet Macedon is the first globalizer in the
world 500,000 years ago Macedonian era.

51. “Megalith”
A large memorial stone is called MEGALITH. With several megaliths joined in a row,
memorial buildings, such as walls and temples, were made.
Megalith is a Macedonian word, which is much older than artistically made megaliths.
If the word is divided into morphemes, the true meaning can be understood. MEGALITH –
big, ME = short form from me, from the personal pronoun I. GALI = caresses, gently
touches, with LI = which means light. Backwards, the word reads IL = God Father Sun IL,
Ilija. From the word LI the words, litica, lie and others are derived. The meaning of the word
megalith is: stone material, like a sculpture, with large dimensions, given by natural
phenomena or made and shaped by man. Multiple megaliths joined in width and height form
the megalithic wall or temple where the Sun God IL, Ilija resides. They are placed in certain
energy places in the human environment. They have beneficial effect on humans. In the
immediate vicinity of the megaliths, man feels the caress of the solar energy collected in
them.
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Fig. 109 The monumental sculpture of the Great Mother with three faces 67 m high. It is located on Selecka
Mountain in the Republic of Macedonia, to the east of the town of Prilep, three kilometers east of the village
Selche. The sculpture derived from the natural flow of God for the creation of Macedonia paradise, completed
with the hand of the divinated Macedon, equal to his father, dominating the space where it is placed.

In addition to this meaning of the word, the megalith has a hidden message. That is,
the megalith should testify to the Macedonian people about its historical appearance from
the time of the dinosaurs. A symbolic script has been found from this period, and the
phonetic alphabet is at least 500,000 years old. Megaliths, megalithic constructions,
drawings, drawing-ligatures and phonetic symbols such as the Blossom alphabet (Cyrillic
and Latin) and Spring digits are found throughout the World Macedonia. They testify to its
power emanating from the soul and spirit. This power is greater than matter, which is easily
transmitted and shaped. The megalith is a symbol, a written, phonetic sign, it is a
Macedonian ligature.
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SUMMARY
According to a large number of material remains, thousands of deciphered written
documents, dated according to the latest methods, scientific books recognized or not, by
self-proclaimed institutes, including the intuitive values of individuals, we can present a
established truth published in the book “Zeta Macedonia 400,000 years of literacy,
Macedonian civilization, on five continents, tradition to this day”, Volumes I, II, III, IV and V,
printed, or published digitally, at the website www.zetamacedonia.com.
To confirm the above said, we can further state that the state of the Great Zeta
Macedonia is unique in the celestial body, as our Mother, for hundreds of thousands of
years, as a civilization. It is long-lasting, homogeneous, with a governing center on the area
of the Macedonian Peninsula, which has moved according to the weather conditions. The
governing team is composed of selected divinated individuals, today called scientists. The
total system of knowledge about the laws in the development of nature, society and thought,
related to the Holy Trinity, faith, script, digits, notes and art expressed in drawing, sculpture,
drawing-ligature and melody in Macedonian, as well as technical aids were enlightened by
the Macedonian people on the Macedonian Peninsula.
The Macedonian people spread through the rivers across the territories of the Great
Mother which is called the WORLD MACEDONIA. All kingdoms and empires around the
world have their roots in the Macedonian divine kings. All scripts, language and culture have
their roots in the Macedonian Peninsula.
The conclusion is that the Macedonians from the Peninsula and the World are to be
united in one whole. Are to find a new system of one leadership, as dark forces
systematically destroy the Macedonian light. We can conclude that THE MOST
SUCCESSFUL GOVERNANCE FOR HUNDREDS AND THOUSANDS OF YEARS WAS
THE ZETSTVO WITH FAITH IN REINCARNATION, whose benefits we enjoy to this day.
Just a reminder. The Supreme Zet ruled for a year, and if he failed, he was voluntarily
burned at the pyre, together with his Bride. Depending on the sins, the fire woulld purify his
spirit and soul, thereby reincarnating him in heaven or making hi burn from the cold and heat
in the hell of the universe. If the Zet is successful he can only rule for another year only.
The tendency of the white man, grouped in today's tribal communities, for thousands of
years has been to try to erase the roots of his existence, to destroy the traces of the original
faith, from which all the religions of the world originated, to change the language with which
they communicated, to destroy the origin of all the scripts in the world, to destroy the places
where the knowledge of God arrives, and these are all the tops of mountains and pyramids
around the world. In the end, they will destroy themselves, when they erase the last
evidence, and that is their white skin of Macedon, which they will skin, steal and destroy, in
order to erase the last thing which testifies to the White Macedon. That means he will
exterminate himself. The other tribal communities with a different skin color, heirs of the
Macedonian culture, Macedonism, will preserve a small number of the White Macedon. They
will keep him under control, never to come in contact with the Sun God ILIJA, destroying his
brain from birth. The White Macedon will end up in a zoo, where he will be artificially
inseminated, like zombies.
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UNKNOWN WORDS
А
Alphabets blossom – Cyrillic and Latin
Asil'k – bow, arch, rainbow (on the way to
paradise, eternal life), abode
Aj – Come on
Ak – a curse for putting an end to something
Akl – mind
Al – poor; red; a little
All – congratulations; Bravo
Ang – a symbol of eternal life and spring
Ar – land (10 x10 m2)
At, Atu – a horse, on a horse, with a horse

Gta – swallows
Gu – cattle
G’g – love
Gd – the bastard
G'j – to me; nurture
G’l – easy; naked
G'l'd – the hunger
G’li – caresses them
G’ls – voice
G’lsis – "Is" announces itself
G’n – chases
G’ni – chases
G’sti – guests
G’t – swallows; swallow; sip
G't'g – swallowing
G’Ut – soul; owl swallows; carries

B
Brno – tree, toponym
Biln'k – means water and wine
Biome – nature
Bo – God
Bog – God; of God
Bu – danger

D
D – tо
Did – to give
Dni – days
Dnji – the day
Do – for
Dodo – from to;
Doodoi – nurture it to the end; come to; walk
Dodole – soaked; wet; down
Dohu – ghosts; the spirit
Dso – strong
Dudule – soaked; wet
Divine Spirit – sunray IL, alphabet – BLOSSOM
D’do – the given
D’ji – come on; nurse; come
D’ni – days
D’r – gift
D’ri – dari
D’sha – soul

V
V – with
Vost’ni – uprise; sunrise
Vostanija – Land of the rising sun
Vet’l – promised
Vodni – abundant water
Vr – top
Vselen – deer (m.; f. Elena)
Vselen – Elena, roe deer (someone moved in
with the woman Elena, she is “vselena” or
fertilized)
V' – in; with
V'k – the wolves
V'r – the top
G
G – he; caress; love
Gi – him; elastic
Gig – moving
Gni – chase
Gnu – cattle
Gonit – chase
Goru – on the mountains
Gr – the mountains
Gr’j – it heats

E
Elajsi – come on
Esi – is with her
E’dn – one
ZH
zhgi – the living
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Dzin – giant
Dzinl – peeked
Dzin’l – peeked
Dzkl – I see
Dzl – sees
Dzu – in my gaze
Dzuj – with a gaze
Dz’g – I see that
Dz’dz – I see; sees
Dz‘dzi – fertilizes
Dz’dzu – with a gaze; with movement
dz’dzlsi – saw vlasi (fire)
Dz’j – see, I see
Dz’js – I see; with my gaze
Dz’l – I see; we see; looking at her
Dz’lmi – look at me
Dz’l – sees; we see; we just look
Dz’m – I see
Dz’n’dz – swing
Dz’ndz’ – swing, rhythmic, slow walk
Dz’ndzaj – trot
Dz’nd – dz’ndzaj
Dz‘ni – sound, rings, blows up, expands
Dz’os – a view of universe
Dz’s – I look, gaze
Dz’si – go; I look: it shines
Dz’su – dzeus (fertilizing power of the Sun)
Dz’shл – sees; the gaze is gone; sunset

Z
Z – red (mature); divine ray IL
Zg – takes
Zeta Macedonia Lon on Don – Australia
Zeta Macedonia Lom of God – South Africa
Zeta Macedonia Uprising – East Asia
Zeta Madonia – Territory of Moravia, East
Germany, South Poland and North Austria
Zeta Macedonia Interstream – Mesopotamia
Zeta Macedonia Island – Great Britain
Zeta Mac. Spring Wind – Nordic countries
Zeta Macedonia Sunray – Indonesia
Zeta Macedonia Nania – Western Europe
Zeta Macedonia Narozena – Russia
Zeta Mac. Overseas North Bloom – North
America
Zeta Macedonia Cosmic – Cosmos
Zeta Macedonia AR on MA – Egypt
Zeta Macedonia Pyrenees – Iberian
Peninsula
Zeta Macedonia Paradise – R. Macedonia
Zdz – lightning; red lightning
Zi – red
Zi dz – I see her in red
Zkle – I swore
Zr – of life
Ztl – son-in-laws
Zt – son-in-law
Zt't – the son-in-law
Zu – for
Z’j – the red me
Z’ma – winter (time of year); takes
Z’mut – the owl takes it
Z'po – zapo, noun
Z’t – Son-in-law, the only one, Enoch, Son-inlaw, Hermes, Ask-lepi, ruler, Lord – Lord of
the earth
Z’ta – Zeta; economy; state
Z’tu – to the zet

I
I – conjunction; with
Ia – further
Ig – game; him
Ig’j – emprace; nurture
Ig't – and swallow
Igshuta s’li – with the gathered fruits
Id – go
Idu – I'm leaving
Idou – I'm going
Idoodo – to the top;
Idu – they go, finishes walking
Izhe – He lives
Izhi – to live
Iz – periods; from
Izi – crawl, slowly
Iz'l – ate; completed; fertilized
Idz – I see; await; again
I ii ps’s Ili – again with Ili

DZ
DZ – lightning; look; I see him; my gaze;
sharp; to
Dzedzi – observed
Dze – gaze; lightning
Dzemja – country
Dzz – of the mature gaze
Dzi – I peek; I see; gaze; sees; I see them
Dzil – watched
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It – rushes; go
Iis – gaze
Iit – rush
Ig – and them; in me; me too; with me; to me, too
Ija – the country
Iji – to me and to her
Ij’ju – me too in her
Ik – wishes
Ikl – desire
Ik'l – sprouts
Ik'Sh – house
Il – sunray; divine; of God; God; its rays
Ili – the Sun God; conjunction
Iliz zali – strong fire
Ilil – Ili casted (sunrays)
Il’s – morning sunray
Il’t – pour it
Il’sh – il our
Ilju – the sun; of the sun
Im – theirs
Im – I have, them; their
Im’j – have
Im’js’ – you have
Im'ju – they have
Im’l – he had
Im’m – we have
Im’s – you have; I see
In – different
Inji – different
Interstream – Mesopotamia
Ips’s – fertility; plea; lightning
Is – the total living nature; to her; and now;
newborn; Isus
Isi – they
Isij – shines
Isis – fertilizes
Is’s – fertilize
Is’l – they
Is’m – Isus
Isug – his, in a touch of love
Isus – living nature from the lips of Mother Earth;
It – fast; you too; go; rush
It ' – rush
Iti – rush; in me and in you; in a hurry
It'l – rush
It'lsi – the rays of light rush
Itu – I'm in a hurry, I rush
Iu – scared; and on

If – loving
Ich – none
Ishi – go
Ishl – finished
Isht – desire/measure
Ishti – love; go
Ist'l – wishes, desire
J
J – I; from; me
Jaz’k – pity
Jadz’k – pity
Ja dzil – I saw it
Jana, (jagma) – an abundance of food
Janiu – Jane
Jashu – I ride
Jd – misery; fear
Js – I see them
Јѕк – I see
Jsr – I'm flowing
Ji – with me; on me; I; me and
Jilo – eats her
Jis – I am
Jis’m – lonely
Jli – fertilize
Jo – songs
Jost – more
Josh – more
Joshte – more
Joshshte – more
Js – I
Js’m – I am
Ju – always
Jshjas – me too; shines still
J’di – eat
J’zi – sail
J’dz – I see
J’sr – thunder
J’js – I'm him
J’l – ate; how; desires; receives
J’li – shed (gave birth), fertilized
J’lit – views; shed; I shead; fertilize
J’lu – ate; eats it
J’l’sh – I lied myself
J’m – I am
J’mi – promised (guaranties)
J’nza – restlessness
J’s – I
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J’s’s – with the sting (sunray)
J’si – true; I did; clear
J’ska – Jaska (I)
J’smi – with mine
J’sno – clear
Јќсќси – Ме with wasps; I shine (sunrays
under slope)
J’t – I he;
J'sh'l – riding
J'sht – more
J’shte – more

Lom – break, breaking of the day (March XXI)
Lp – bread
Ls – everything; shines
Lsl – gazes
Lssa – with light rays
lt – flight, fly
Lt'l – flew
Lt – fly away
Ltam – I fly
Lu – angry
Lug – meadow; field
Lui – the madman; angry
Lulu b
Luna – the months; Moon
Lunar – a man connoisseur of the divine
celestial phenomena; timer
Lsht – shines
L'v – mad
L’g – logic; meadow (the logic of the meadow
in fertilization by the sunrays); the lie
L’ga – lie
L’d – the cold
L’dni – cold days
L’dno – cold
L’dz – surprised; see
L’j – shed; gives; pour; fertilize; pouring
L’ji – to pour
L'j'l – received; pour
L'js – fertilization; fertilized
L’jsi – sing; summer months
L’ko – easy
L’ku – easy
L’m – turns; breaks; lom; sunray
L'pa – swallow
L'pna – he swallowed it
L'p'l – swallowed
L’s – l’ska; light beam; light
L’sal – lit up
L’si – sprinkles; sprinkled with light rays;
illuminate it; light rays; lighted
L'sl'dz –sharp looks
L’t – fly away; now: flight; I fly; summer
L’ta – fly
L’tnal – he flew
L'Tni – fly
L’to – summer
L’toj – in flight
L’tu – summers; in summer

К
Kik – love
Kos – towards
Kresht – kreskaj se
Krsht (krst) – breaking of the day
K'l – ak'l (mind) – teaching or science
K’rsha – break (break of the day)
K’si – the short one
L
L – Ili (Sun God)
La – al
Le – pour, it's raining;
Letl’si – fly with synrays
Li – light
Li – pour (shed); flow; fertilize; fertilized; pour it
Liji – pour; spill
Luju – I pour
Lig – flows
Ligature – two or more letters represented by
one written sign
Lidz – the initial gaze of pouring
Lii – pour (water and sunrays)
Liit – pour
Lil – pour; shed; fertilize; flow
Lili – poured
Lina – Moon
Lira – opium, poppy tar
(intoxicating musical instrument)
Liram – I get drunk, I pour life (I play)
Liri – drunk (plays)
Lit – yeald; summer
Liti – poured; fertilize – pours continuously
Lit'sht – the bright Tesht
Ljsi – pour
Loki – eat
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L’t’g – easy; I flew then
L’t’j – fly
L’sht – after; lie
L'shti – shines brightly
L'shte – it's a lie
L’sht’t – shine; beam

M’na – the little one
M’s – with me
M's’dz – with my gaze
M’sit – kned
M’s’m – for me; mine
M't – the mother
Mt'ti – mother; you mother

LJ
Ljudi – People

N
N – on; us, day; for
Na – from
Nan – Nania (Land of the Sunset)
Nanaj – rest; sunset; calmly
Nzi – ours
Nkiiti – adorn
Nlti – ran into
N’ – on
N’bu – heaven
N’gi – there you go
N’da – hope
N'zj – back
N’zt – back
N'jt – will, intention
N’l’t – in flight
N’mi – us, of us; in us; to us
N'nia – land of the sunset
N'pas'l – psalms
N’s – us
N’sa – direction
N’sh – our
N’sha – our (f.)
'N – son

М
M – mine; my; I; mother; my
Ma – divine land; my
Madon – young woman; divine land in spring;
Misstress
Madonka – divine land fertilized
Madzi – caress
Mother, (Great Mother) – divine land
delivered of all its fruits; protective
Mother of God – mother of the Lord – God
Macedon
Macedon – divine spirit; divine people;
divinated Macedonian
Makedonka – blissful in growth
Macedonia Paradise – paradise on earth
Marichka – a girl of God
Martu – the month of March
Matu – of the mother
Mi – we; my
Mil – caressed
Mili – sweet
Milli – caresses
Min'l – I passed
Mos – cosmos
Mu – mother (Chinese)
M’g – moment
M'D – short for Madon
M’zi – caress
M’j – mine; my
M’jli – mine
M’l – small
M’li – small; pray
M’ja – mine
M’je – my
M’j’s – mine
M’jsi – mine
M’ju – my
M'ked'nzki – Macedonian
M’m – mother; I have it; mother, mother

NJ
Njgsu – Him
О
О – pour; a call with pain in the soul to God;
around
Og – God
Ok’ – hunger; around the mind
Ol – go
Oli – pour (shed); create
Olij – fertilize her
Olit – pour; to shed; pours
Osija – shined
Osil – I fertilize
Op – jump; born; birth; is born
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Or’l – the eagle
Orsht – plowed
Or’sht – plow, fertilized
Org’l – I fertilized
Os – Axis of space; Sunray; axis of the earth,
male principle
Osi – in growth; hair
Osija – illuminates, fertilizes
Osiju – shined
Osil – fertilize, fertilized
Os's – sting; flash
Otis – I left (I sailed)
Ot’s – the father

Ril – shouted;
Ril Il – call for fertilization; beginning of the
work for fertilization of IL
Rir – life
Rj – swarm
Rs – dew, lynx
R' – horn
R’g – horn (male principle)
R’gu – rugon, rugu
R'd – kin
R’zija – Russia
R'j – swarm it; I am born
R'ji – swarm
R’ju – heaven; swarm
R'jti – I give birth; birth
R’s – dew
R'si – fertilize; sprinkle; drip; dew; fertilize it;
fertilization
R't – sprout
‘Rti – new life

P
Pi – drink
Piju – drink; I drink
Pil – drink; drunk; hatches; multiplies; birth
Pini – drink
Pir – grass, knitgrass; people; life, ignites
Pis – sunray: divine spirit Macedonian
Pit – sing; drink
Poj – sing; sang; he sang
Ps – salvation
Pse – curse
Psl – words
Ps'd – crew
Ps’dz – I see salvation
Ps’li – Psalms
Ps’t – salvation, it fertilizes
Psu – act of fertilization; fertility
Pt – road
P’g – again; once more
P’gl – again; caress
P'ј – drink
P’k – again; once more
Ps' – salvation; fertilized
P’s – curse; fertilized; psalms
Ps'd – the crew
P’t – road
P’tmn – on the road

S
Satana-il – the holy mother of God
S – with; the dawn; from; in; holy
Sg – now
Seg’sh – always
Sdz – I see; with a gaze
Sdzin’g – death
Sj – the entire, the whole
Si – now; with; a son; sons
Sii – rushes; I shine
Siia – shined; enlightened; proclaimed Lord –
Lord of the earth
Sig – now
Sij – shine; sunny; beams; shines
Siji – I shine
Sij’j – you shine
Sij’m – I shine
Sijat – they shine
Sijn’t – shining
Sil – strength
Silj – strength it's me
Silu – with strength
Sirmu – Sirma – personal name
Sis – with Jesus
Sit – satiety
Sl – sal (only)
Sli – just shed; I spilled it; spill

R
R – work; order; life
Rakle – fork or hoe (hand tool)
R'gl – fertile
Ri – incentive; encourage
Ri – burrow
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Sj – shine; you shine; the whole; purpose; holy
Sl’j – give it to me
Slo – word
Slushnete – listen
Snj – dream
Soj’s – union
So Kef – with desire; fertilization
Sp' – salvation
Sp’zki – salvation
Spisi – records
Stl – full
St – whole, for all
Stu – with him
Su – I'm
Suli – fly
Sus – shut up, I shut up
S’brno – collected; gathering; with the tree –
deity;
S’g – now
S’gj – now me too
S’d’t – given; planted
S’z – for, with the red tear
S’dz – with gaze
S’dzi – with the gaze
S’dziii – get off
S’dzij – the red ones (in the fruitful lips)
S'dzin’g – death
S’dz’j – with a gaze I; gaze
S'dz’s – with a gaze
S’j – shine; with me; me; I sow; the whole;
holy; I sow it; now; this one
S’ja – shines, beams
S’jij – it will shine
S’ji j – it will shine
S’jilo – the light
S’j’j’si – you shine
S’jm – I shine
S'j’t – I sow, sowing
S’ju – I sow; it shines in me, beams in me
S'k – now
S’l – only; with
S’la – strength
S’li – pour; fertilize; put; spill
S'm – alone; only
S’mil – with love
S’mo – Simo
S’n – son; I dream
S'n'sh – our son

S’ra – Sara
S’s – with os (sunray); with you; with; sun,
with shine; with the sky
S's'd’t – with the given
S s’l’j – abundantly, with light
S’spi – for salvation
S’spii – strong sun (heat wave); sunset; blown
snow
S’ s’lil – only strength
S’t – full
Т
T – he; you; father; she
Thi – mysterious, secretive
Tg – red berries
Tiji – they
Tishtili – weighted down
Tj – he
Tp – blunt
Tl – she
Tul – the local ones
TSHt – father-in-law
T' – this one
T’g – then; fruits
T-ga – sorrow
T’gi – pour more
T’d – dark; winter; then
T'dla – I see
T’j – he
Tj'g – she thunders
T’ji – yours
T'j’l – swallows
T’maash – you have
T’s – now you
T’si – you are
T'st – father-in-law
T’t – father; our
T'sht – father-in-law (bride's father); soul
- as the divine spirit Macedon; the old sun
(longest night)
U
U – in; for; with; on
Udosht – kin
Uzhalan – grieving (dead)
Uzh’si – horrors
Uz'r – at dawn
Udz’dz – gaze at gaze
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Udzo – with a gaze; horse
Ui – scared; peculiarity; usually; grows
excited; is coming; further; intention; pray;
owl; fertilize; feature; in me; nature
Uiji – scared
Uj – beat; life; desire, always, nature; new;
temperament; silence; character; of the
months; condition
Ujam – sacrifice; I warn; guarantee
Uji – wish(es); again; fertilize; grow
Ujlls – wishes
Uj’m – guarantee; desire
Ujrm – yoke
Ujs’l – with wishes, only with wishes
Uk’n – in the desire of
Ul’va – mad
Ul’z – entrance
Uldz’dz – I see a mad one; the fire strong
Uli – pray; please; stop it
Ulil – I pour
Ulil – prayed
Ulit – flowed
Ulij – fertilize her
Um – mind; in me
Uod – while walking
Ur – with nausea

Urani – early
Uralu – at the Ural
Ur’d – in kin
Us – lips, female principle
Ut – owl
Uti – he went
Utk – she-owl
Ush – more
Ushj – entered
F
F – love
fuchin – father (in Chinese); fertilizer
C
Crvenica – red thread – Macedonian secret
alphabet (Latin), the first sunray
SH
Sht’li – what?
Shtili – protect, (protect with prayer), wishes
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